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ABSTRACT 

 

 

     The amoeboid sperm of Ascaris crawl through a cycle of protrusion, adhesion, and 

retraction, similar to that seen in conventional actin-based cells.  However, instead of 

actin, these cells power their movement through modulation of the major sperm protein 

(MSP) cytoskeleton.  MSP forms dense filament meshworks that pack the sperm 

lamellipod.  Protrusion is associated with the assembly of MSP filaments at the leading 

edge of the lamellipod, and retraction is connected with the disassembly of the MSP 

network at the base of the lamellipod.  The motility of Ascaris sperm can be reconstituted 

in cell-free extracts.  In vitro, plasma membrane vesicles are pushed forward by the 

elongation of fibers constructed from a columnar meshwork of MSP filaments.   

This in vitro motility requires components from both the cytosol and the vesicle.  

LeClaire et al. (2003) recently identified the 48 kDa membrane protein required to 

orchestrate MSP cytoskeletal assembly at the leading edge of the lamellipod.  In this 

study, I describe the first cytosolic proteins that are components of the MSP locomotory 

machinery.  I fractionated cytosol with a range of biochemical techniques and 

reconstituted fiber assembly with a limited subset of cytosolic components.  Thus, this 

fraction contains all the cytosolic accessory proteins required to build fibers.  Several of 

the components in this active fraction were used to generate antibodies, which labeled the 

cytoskeleton in Ascaris sperm and in fibers grown in vitro and thus, identified six 

proteins, p43, p42, p40, p38, p34, and p16, as part of the MSP cytoskeleton.  

     Sequence analysis showed that each protein is novel to nematode sperm and has a 

homolog of unknown function in C. elegans that exhibits sperm-enriched expression 

(Reinke et al., 2000; Hill et al., 2001).  The predicted protein sequence of p43 is based on 

a tandem array of repeats with serine phosphorylation sites.   P38, p40, and p42 appear to 

 xi



 xii

be a family of closely related polypeptides.  The sequences of p38 and p40 contain a 

domain duplication as well as proline-rich repeats.  P34 shows homology to 

serine/threonine kinases.  The p16 triplet is a family of closely related polypeptides.   

     Two of the proteins had reciprocal effects on fiber growth: p38 increased fiber growth 

rate and p16 decreased fiber growth rate.  The effects of both p38 and p16 were 

concentration-dependent and antagonistic.  Since the rate-enhancement by p38 was not 

potentiated by MSP, another cytosolic protein is involved in up-regulation of the rate of 

MSP elongation.  Additionally, p16 altered the number of filaments polymerized at the 

vesicle surface and thus may regulate MSP nucleation.  Immunoprecipitations and 

affinity chromatography established that these two proteins bind to MSP under conditions 

that promote in vitro assembly.  Based on these data, I present a revised model for the 

mechanism of membrane-associated MSP polymerization, which proposes that p38 

influences the rate of MSP elongation by recruiting MSP to the vesicle surface and that 

p16 incorporates into MSP filaments and blocks further assembly by acting as a capping 

protein.  My results imply that although the specific components differ, actin-based and 

MSP-based systems both rely on the interplay of positive and negative regulators of 

cytoskeletal assembly to maintain the pace of locomotion.   
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CHAPTER 1 

   

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
   

  
 
     Amoeboid motility, or cell crawling, is a complex cellular process that is involved in 

physiological events ranging from the migration of cells during embryogenesis to the 

metastasis of cancer cells.  Amoeboid movement is linked to the dynamics of the actin 

cytoskeleton and can be broken down into three essential steps (Figure 1): protrusion of 

the leading edge, adhesion to the substrate, and retraction of the cell body (Mitchison and 

Cramer, 1996).  Protrusion involves localized actin polymerization at the leading edge 

membrane, which ultimately leads to the extension of a lamellipod, a broad sheet-like 

structure.  As the lamellipod advances, adhesions create molecular grips to the substrate.  

Retraction is the process wherein the adhesions are broken and the cell body is pulled 

forward.  Protrusion is the best understood of these processes (Pollard and Borisy, 2003).  

However, there are still many questions to be addressed, such as how force is produced 

and how polymerization is directed to the leading edge. 

 
 

The Actin Cytoskeleton in Amoeboid Locomotion 

 

 

     Actin is a 43 kDa protein that forms polar filaments.  This polarity is reflected not 

only in the structure of filaments but also in their polymerization properties.  

Polymerization is more favorable at one end of the filament, the so-called plus (or 

barbed) end.  ATP hydrolysis and release leads to depolymerization of actin filaments, 

which is favored at the minus (or pointed) end.   
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Figure 1:  The three steps of amoeboid motility.  N indicates the cell nucleus and red 
represents substrate attachments.  Arrows indicate the direction of movement.   
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     The polymerization rate of purified actin is diffusion limited (Pollard et al., 2000; 

Pollard and Borisy, 2003).  Actin-binding proteins alter the kinetics of actin 

polymerization.  Moreover, these proteins interact with actin by a variety of mechanisms 

to modulate the structure of the filament network and alter the shape of the cell.  Thus, in 

amoeboid cells the interplay of actin-binding proteins converts simple protein-protein 

interactions into the complex event of locomotion (Borisy and Svitkina, 2000). 

     Actin can assemble into many macromolecular structures based on the cell type and 

the kind of motility displayed.  Fibroblasts can form lamellipodia (the classic crawling 

structure), filipodia (slender protrusions of the leading edge membrane), or stress fibers 

(bundles of actin filaments).  Actin can also construct other motile structures, like the 

comet tails of the intracellular pathogen Listeria monocytogenes (Tilney and Portnoy, 

1989) or the acrosomal process of Thyone sperm (Tilney et al., 1973).  Each of these 

cellular structures is generated through rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton, which is 

accomplished by alteration in the proteins that interact with actin.   

      

Dissection of the Actin-Based Machinery 

 

      The biochemical intricacy of the leading edge of crawling cells and the absence of an 

in vitro system that reconstitutes the process of protrusion has made it difficult to 

establish the molecular inventory of the proteins involved in actin-based movement and 

the generation of protrusive force (Borisy and Svitkina, 2000).   Thus, simple motile 

systems, like the intracellular pathogen Listeria, have been of particular importance in 

dissecting how the cell converts actin polymerization into protrusive movement.  Listeria 

invades cells and exploits the host’s actin cytoskeleton for movement by forming comet 

tails of actin filaments, which polymerize and depolymerize in a manner similar to that 

seen in the lamellipodia of crawling cells (Tilney et al., 1992a; Tilney et al., 1992b).  

Polymerization occurs at the bacterial surface and depolymerization takes place 

throughout the comet tail.  The rate of actin polymerization is tightly linked to the rate of 

bacterial movement (Theriot et al., 1992).  Analysis of Listeria motility has involved 

identifying the necessary components by depleting, inhibiting, and overexpressing  
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proteins in cells and cytoplasmic extracts (Machesky and Cooper, 1999).   

     Listeria requires a single bacterial protein, ActA, for its actin-based movement (Kocks 

et al., 1992).  ActA recruits actin and its associated proteins by mimicking the protein 

domains that are utilized for actin-binding in the cell that Listeria infects (Machesky, 

1999).  The rocketing motility of Listeria was first reconstituted in Xenopus egg extracts, 

which permitted functional assays of the components required for motility (Theriot et al., 

1994).  This experimental approach identified VASP (vasodilator-stimulated 

phosphoprotein) and profilin as proteins that bind to the proline-rich regions of ActA and 

control the rate of comet tail polymerization (Smith et al., 1996; Niebuhr et al., 1997).  

ActA also binds the Arp2/3 (actin related protein 2/3) complex, which is responsible for 

nucleation of new actin filaments as well as crosslinking and capping one end of existing 

filaments (Welch et al., 1997; Mullins et al., 1998).  Further, the binding of ActA to 

Arp2/3 serves to stimulate the rather weak intrinsic nucleation activity of Arp2/3 itself 

(Welch et al., 1998).    

     The reconstitution of Listeria movement from purified components established the 

minimal requirements for rocketing motility (Figure 2).  When ActA coated beads are 

combined with actin, the Arp2/3 complex, ADF (actin depolymerizing factor)/cofilin, and 

capping protein, comet tails form.  The rate of the reconstituted motility is enhanced 

when VASP or profilin is added (Loisel et al., 1999).  ADF/cofilin severs actin filaments 

at the pointed ends, and thus disassembles the actin filament network (Carlier et al., 

1999).  The barbed ends of actin filaments are capped by capping protein.  Profilin 

recycles actin monomers from their ADP to their ATP state; VASP links profilin to ActA  

(Smith et al., 1996; Niebuhr et al., 1997).  Thus, even this relatively simple system 

requires several actin-binding proteins for motility.  

 

 

Lessons from Listeria 

 

 

     ActA in Listeria localizes actin polymerization to the bacterial surface.  Thus, the 

search for the eukaryotic analog of ActA was a significant step in applying the lessons 

from Listeria to whole cells.  Members of the WASp (Wiscott-Aldrich syndrome protein) 
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Figure 2:  Model of Listeria comet tail formation.  ATP-actin is blue, ADP-actin is dark 
blue.  The Arp2/3 complex is shown in red; capping protein (CP) is yellow.  ADF/cofilin 
is represented by triangles and profilin is purple (P).  Green indicates α-actinin.  See text 
for explanation.  Adapted from Machesky and Cooper, 2001.   
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family fill this role in amoeboid cells (Symons et al., 1996; Bear et al., 1998; Winter et 

al., 1999; Mullins, 2000).  These proteins have been shown to enhance Arp2/3 activity as 

well as bind to a variety of cellular signaling molecules, such as the small GTPases Rac 

and Cdc42, known to influence cytoskeletal dynamics (Higgs and Pollard, 1999).   

     The discovery of the WASp family and the reconstitution of Listeria motility from 

purified components suggested a dendritic nucleation/treadmilling array hypothesis to 

explain the events of protrusion (Pollard et al., 2001) (Figure 3).  This hypothesis 

synthesized the available data to explain how the orthogonal meshwork of actin filaments 

is assembled along the leading edge of crawling cells (Pollard et al., 2000; Svitkina and 

Borisy, 1999; Mullins et al., 1998).  The dendritic nucleation model proposes that 

signaling pathways activate nucleation promoting factors, such as members of the WASp 

family.  This, in turn, triggers the Arp2/3 complex to nucleate new actin filaments as 

branches on existing filaments (Pollard and Borisy, 2003).  As filaments grow at the 

leading edge, the membrane can be pushed forward and existing filaments move back 

into the lamellipodium (Mullins et al., 1998).  Further, this model suggests that capping 

protein blocks barbed ends, so that polymerization is localized to the leading edge 

(Svitkina and Borisy, 1999; Borisy and Svitkina, 2000).  Then, actin severing proteins, 

like ADF/cofilin, disassemble the actin filament networks after hydrolysis of ATP.  

Profilin recycles actin for new barbed end elongation by changing the nucleotide state of 

actin (Pollard and Borisy, 2003).  Thymosin-β4 and other actin monomer sequestering 

proteins help regulate the concentration of actin monomers.  Thus, ADF/cofilin, profilin, 

and thymosin-β4 all contribute to the pool of unpolymerized actin, which is required for 

the rapid rates of actin polymerization observed in cells.  The dendritic nucleation model 

hypothesizes that this complex cascade of events serves to assemble filaments at the 

leading edge to create protrusions and disassemble the actin filament array at the cell 

body/lamellipod junction to produce to retraction (Pollard et al., 2000).   

     To investigate this hypothesis in whole cells, Borisy and colleagues examined the 

ultrastructure of the lamellipodia of keratocytes and fibroblasts.  Their data demonstrated 

that the Arp2/3 complex is localized to the Y-shaped junctions formed at actin crosslinks.  

Arp2/3 and Y-junctions were enriched in the area of the lamellipod near the leading edge 

membrane.  However, the section of the lamellipod closer to the cell body contained  
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Figure 3:  The dendritic nucleation model of amoeboid motility.  ATP-actin is blue, 
ADP-actin is dark blue.  WASp family members are represented in green.  The Arp2/3 
complex is shown in red; capping protein (CP) is yellow.  ADF/cofilin is represented by 
triangles and profilin is purple (P).  See text for explanation.  Adapted from Pollard et al., 
2001.     
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longer filaments (Svitkina and Borisy, 1999).  An ultrastructural examination of Listeria 

and Shigella comet tails showed that these actin assemblies included the same dendritic 

organization with the Arp2/3 complex localized to Y-junctions near the bacterial surface 

and longer filaments at the end of the comet tail (Cameron et al., 2001).   

     These findings suggest that there is a strict spatial control of actin polymerization by 

actin-associated proteins.  While the original site of actin assembly is determined by 

membrane factors (e.g. ActA or WASp family members), the presence of soluble actin-

binding proteins helps localize the process of actin polymerization to the site of 

protrusion and localize disassembly to the site of retraction.    

 
 

The Generation of Protrusive Force 

 

 

     The question of how protrusive force is generated is one of great interest in the 

motility field.  Since the best-studied form of actin-dependent movement is skeletal 

muscle contraction, the discovery of nonmuscle myosin in amoeboid cells suggested that 

protrusive force is also produced by myosin (Huxley, 1973).  However, myosin II null 

mutants in Dictyostelium can still crawl (De Lozanne and Spudich, 1987; Knecht and 

Loomis, 1987).  Although other myosin isoforms are present in the cell, particularly at 

the leading edge, neither single nor double knockout experiments inhibited motility (Titus 

et al., 1993; Novak et al., 1995).  The idea that actin polymerization alone could create 

protrusive force was founded on the reconstitution of Listeria comet tails (Theriot et al., 

1994) as well as the polymerization of actin inside lipid vesicles that led to membrane 

deformation (Cortese et al., 1989).  In both cases, molecular motors were not present and 

butanedione monoxime (BDM) a potent inhibitor of myosin function, did not affect 

movement (Theriot, 2000).    

     The current model to explain how the simple process of protein polymerization results 

in protrusive movement is the elastic Brownian ratchet (Mogilner and Oster, 1996).  This 

model envisions the actin filament as a spring-like wire that is constantly undergoing 

thermal writhing.  When the filament bends away from the leading edge membrane, an 

actin subunit can intercalate and lengthen the filament (reviewed in Pollard and Borisy, 
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2003).  When the filament returns to its original position, the force that results should 

push the membrane forward and thus, create protrusive force.  However, recent data 

suggests that actin filaments are transiently attached to the surface of ActA coated beads 

or a bacterial pathogen, such as Listeria (Cameron et al., 2001).  Thus, Mogilner and 

Oster have proposed the tethered ratchet model, which accounts for this and other recent 

experimental data obtained for Listeria motility.  The revised model suggests that actin 

filaments are nucleated in an attached state at the bacterial surface and then detach and 

generate force (Mogilner and Oster, 2003).   

 

 

Limitations of Actin-Based Systems 

 
 
     There are several mitigating factors that have complicated the dissection of the actin 

motility apparatus.  The biochemical redundancy of actin accessory proteins has made it 

difficult to examine the physiological function of individual proteins.  For example, 

single and double mutants of three major actin crosslinking proteins in Dictyostelium 

indicate that these proteins have both unique and overlapping functions (Cox et al., 1992; 

Rivero et al., 1999).  Further, actin itself is a multifunctional protein that is involved in 

cell motility, cell architecture, cytokinesis, and phagocytosis; this has impeded attempts 

to define the components essential to locomotion.  Due to the biochemical complexity of 

the cell, there is no in vitro system to reconstitute the process of protrusion (Borisy and 

Svitkina, 2000).  Although Listeria and Shigella have been powerful surrogate model 

systems for reconstituting protrusion, it is unclear whether the proteins required for this 

rocketing motility are also necessary for the generation of lamellipodial protrusion. 

 

 

The Advantages of Nematode Sperm 

 

 

     I chose the amoeboid sperm of the nematode Ascaris suum as a model system for 

understanding the molecular mechanism of amoeboid motility.  In contrast to actin-based 

cells, nematode sperm motility is produced by the polymerization of major sperm protein 

(MSP), a 14 kDa protein that forms dense meshworks of filaments that pack the 
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lamellipod (Figure 4).   Despite the difference in the proteins that power cell movement, 

the cycle of protrusion, substrate attachment, and retraction occurs in both nematode 

sperm and actin-based cells (Mitchison and Cramer, 1996).  Additionally, MSP and actin 

both use the process of vectorial assembly of protein polymers to push forward the 

plasma membrane at the leading edge.  These similarities extend to the in vitro 

reconstitution of MSP motility, where vesicles derived from the plasma membrane at the 

leading edge of the lamellipod direct the assembly of a columnar meshwork of MSP 

filaments, called fibers (Italiano et al., 1996; Figure 4).  Elongation of the MSP fiber 

pushes the vesicle forward in a manner analogous to the actin-based rocketing motility 

observed in bacteria such as Listeria (Tilney and Portnoy, 1989) or the comet tails that 

form behind endosomes during endocytosis (Merrifield et al., 1999).   

     Nematode sperm are simple and unique.  MSP is not synthesized until the mid-point 

of spermatogenesis, in primary spermatocytes.  Following meiosis, the cells convert from 

a conventional cytoskeleton to an MSP-based cytoskeleton.  Thus, actin and tubulin are 

cast off into a residual body along with the protein synthesizing machinery.  The 

activated spermatids contain MSP, nuclei, mitochondria and other sperm-specific 

organelles and, thus, are streamlined for fertilization (Roberts and Stewart, 1995).       

Ascaris sperm use their MSP cytoskeleton solely to accomplish movement and therefore, 

motility can be studied without the complications of a multifunctional cytoskeleton 

(Roberts and Stewart, 1995).   Further, MSP is not homologous to any other cytoskeletal 

protein, and may inform us of the general mechanisms involved in the process of cell 

crawling (Roberts and Stewart, 2000; Italiano et al., 2001).  The similarity of nematode 

sperm movement to actin-based motility and its relative simplicity make this a useful 

system for understanding the fundamental molecular mechanisms of amoeboid motility 

(Theriot, 1996).   

 
 

Characteristics of the MSP Cytoskeleton 
 
 
     In Ascaris sperm, MSP filaments are organized into long, branched meshworks, called 

fiber complexes, that span the length of the lamellipod (Sepsenwol et al., 1989).  The 

MSP filament network is assembled preferentially along the leading edge and flows  
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Figure 4:  MSP-based movement of Ascaris sperm in vivo and in vitro.  (A) Top views of 
Ascaris sperm show the meshwork of MSP filaments that span the lamellipod.  As the 
cell advances, new MSP filaments (box) form at the leading edge membrane (blue). (B) 
MSP fibers assembled in vitro generate movement by polymerizing MSP filaments (box) 
at the vesicle surface (blue).     
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rearward as the cell moves forward, resulting in the characteristic treadmilling of MSP 

fiber complexes that is easily observed in live cells by light microscopy (Roberts and 

Stewart, 1995; Roberts and Stewart, 1997).  The rate of MSP assembly and disassembly 

is tightly coupled to the rate of cell movement (Roberts and King, 1991). 

     MSP is a small, basic protein that comprises a large family of polypeptides found in a 

variety of nematodes (Scott et al., 1989).  Ascaris contains two isoforms of MSP, α and 

β, which differ by four residues.  β-MSP is slightly less basic and five-fold more 

abundant (King et al., 1994b).  Both isoforms exist as homodimers in solution (Haaf et 

al., 1996).  Neither isoform contains a nucleotide binding motif and, thus, the assembly of 

MSP filaments does not appear to involve the nucleotide binding and hydrolysis 

associated with actin and tubulin (Italiano et al., 1996; Roberts and Stewart, 1997; 

Bullock et al., 1998).  The structure of the MSP dimer has been resolved to 2.5 Å 

resolution, revealing the presence of an immunoglobulin-like fold based on a seven-

stranded β-sandwich (Bullock et al., 1996).   

     Purified MSP in 30% ethanol forms filaments that are identical in structure to the 

filaments found in cells (King et al., 1994b).  Examination of the structure of ethanol-

induced MSP filaments by electron microscopy indicated that MSP filaments are 

constructed of two helical subfilaments that are twisted around one another (Stewart et 

al., 1994) and that MSP filaments have no obvious structural polarity (Bullock et al., 

1998).  Since MSP filaments are not polar, the polymerization and depolymerization 

dynamics must be governed by different mechanisms than actin.  Further, MSP filaments 

cannot be the substrate of a traditional motor protein like myosin or kinesin (Stewart et 

al., 1998), which suggests that MSP polymerization and bundling alone may generate the 

force for protrusion.   

 

In Vitro Reconstitution of the MSP Motility Machinery 

 

     The in vitro MSP motility system faithfully reconstitutes the activities seen at the 

leading edge of the lamellipod, where polymerization and bundling of MSP drive the 

protrusion of the leading edge (Italiano et al., 1996).  Fiber assembly requires 
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components from both cytosol and vesicles, as well as MSP and ATP (Italiano et al., 

1996; Roberts et al., 1998).  Serial dilution of S100, the cell-free extract of sperm, with 

assembly buffer results in a linear decrease in the growth rate of fibers.  This same 

decrease in fiber growth rate is observed when 4 mM MSP (the concentration in whole 

cells) is added to the dilution buffer, indicating that a protein other than MSP is a rate-

limiting component.  Further, the retentate obtained by passing cytosol through a 5,000 

Dalton molecular weight cut-off filter restored the rate of fiber growth.  This result 

suggests that one or more cytosolic proteins are responsible for the rate-limiting function 

(Italiano et al., 1996).   

     The events at the site of filament assembly were studied in detail by using pressure to 

modulate fiber growth.  Increasing pressure results in fewer MSP filaments assembling 

more slowly at the vesicle surface, indicating that nucleation occurs at or near the vesicle 

(Roberts et al., 1998).  Data from in vitro assays using dilution and pressure as tools to 

investigate motility suggest the model for membrane-associated MSP polymerization 

(Figure 5): fiber assembly requires a soluble, cytosolic factor (SF) and an integral 

membrane vesicle protein (VP).  The interaction of SF and VP leads to the formation of a 

polymerization competent form of MSP (MSP*).  These studies document that, like 

actin-based motile systems, the MSP-based locomotion of nematode sperm requires 

specific accessory components.  Recently, VP was identified as the 48 kDa 

phosphoprotein MPOP (MSP polymerization organizing protein) (LeClaire et al., 2003).  

Thus MPOP is responsible for localization of MSP polymerization and bundling at the  

leading edge of cells and the vesicle surface in vitro (LeClaire et al., 2003), but 

information about the soluble components of the MSP motility machinery has been 

lacking. 

 
 

Regulation of MSP Assembly 

 

   

     The model for membrane-associated MSP polymerization provides a framework for 

identifying the specific proteins involved, but does not address how this process is 

regulated.  Indeed, the pattern of cytoskeletal dynamics in Ascaris sperm and the tight 

coupling of this process with cell movement imply that precise spatial control over the  
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Figure 5:  Model for the mechanism of membrane-associated MSP polymerization.  In 

vitro assembly of MSP filaments requires interaction of a vesicle protein (VP) with a 
soluble, cytosolic factor (SF).  This interaction leads to the formation of MSP*, the 
polymerization competent form of MSP.   
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polymerization and depolymerization of a large concentration of MSP is required for 

motility.  These events are controlled by two major factors, intracellular pH (King et al., 

1994a; Italiano et al., 1999) and the phosphorylation state of MPOP (LeClaire et al., 

2003).  The MSP cytoskeleton is sensitive to manipulation of lamellipodial pH.  

Treatment of cells with pH 5.5 buffer causes the cytoskeleton to disassemble rapidly.  

Washing cells with buffer of physiological pH allows the cytoskeleton to reassemble, a 

process that begins at the leading edge, and resume movement (Italiano et al., 1999; King 

et al., 1994a).    

     Tyrosine phosphorylation of MPOP is also linked to the assembly dynamics of MSP.   

Addition of the tyrosine phosphatase YOP to the in vitro motility system abolishes fiber 

growth.  Addition of the tyrosine phosphatase inhibitor sodium orthovanadate in addition 

to YOP rescues fiber assembly (LeClaire et al., 2003).  Immunofluorescence with an 

antibody against a phosphotyrosine epitope labels the leading edge of cells and the 

vesicle surface in vitro.  However, treatment of cells or cell-free extracts with pH 5.5 

buffer abolishes the anti-phosphotyrosine labeling seen in cells and fibers at 

physiological pH (LeClaire et al., 2003).  These data suggest that the phosphorylation 

state of MPOP may be regulated by intracellular pH.  Thus, the two mechanisms are 

linked to control the polymerization of MSP at the leading edge.  Phosphorylation of 

MPOP requires cytosolic components (LeClaire et al., 2003).  However, the identity of 

the cytosolic kinase for MPOP has yet to be identified.  Thus, there are at least three 

possible functional roles for MSP-associated proteins: control of elongation rate, control 

of nucleation, and the phosphorylation of MPOP.   

 

Project Rationale and Goals 

 

     Elucidating how cells accomplish amoeboid motility requires a complete 

understanding of how specific molecular interactions give rise to the process of 

protrusion and retraction.  To comprehend how cells orchestrate these activities, it will be 

necessary to determine the protein components involved and establish their functions.  

The purpose of this study is to identify the cytosolic proteins that modulate the activity of 
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MSP in Ascaris sperm.  I have found six proteins that can be defined as part of the 

nematode sperm motility apparatus by independent criteria.  Sequence analysis revealed 

that each of these proteins has a homolog in C. elegans, but all are novel and specific to 

nematode sperm.  I also show that two of the proteins have reciprocal effects on the rate 

of fiber growth in vitro.   
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 

 

 

 

Collection of Ascaris Sperm 

 

     Ascaris males were obtained from the intestines of infected hogs either at Gwaltney, 

Carolina Food Processors in Smithfield, VA or at Lowell Pork Processors in Fitzgerald, 

GA.  Worms were transported to the laboratory and stored up to one day at 37°C in 

phosphate buffered saline with 10 mM NaHCO3, pH 7.0.  To obtain spermatids, males 

were dissected and the contents of the seminal vesicle drained into tubes containing HKB 

buffer (50 mM HEPES, 65 mM KCl, 10 mM NaHCO3, pH 7.0).  Spermatids were 

activated to differentiate into crawling spermatozoa by treatment with a vas deferens 

extract, prepared as described (Sepsenwol et al., 1989).  Cells not used immediately were 

pelleted by centrifugation for 5 seconds at 5,000 × g.  The supernatant was removed and 

the cell pellet was frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C.  For large-scale protein 

preparation, the sperm of ten worms were added to one tube and then activated, 

centrifuged, aspirated, and quick-frozen.  These cell pellets were then thawed and 

centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 10 minutes.  The resulting supernatant (S10) was 

subsequently centrifuged at 100,000 × g for 1 hour in a Beckman (Palo Alto, CA) 

TLA100.3 rotor.  This supernatant (S100) contains soluble, cytosolic sperm proteins and 

a population of membrane-derived vesicles (Italiano, et al., 1996).  
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Fractionation of Cytosol with Subsequent Reconstitution 

 

     For the preparation of cytosolic proteins, S100 was diluted 1:4 in KPM buffer and 

centrifuged at 100,000 × g for 1 hour in a Beckman TLA100.3 rotor.  For reconstitution 

assays, the vesicle pellet was washed three times in KPM and finally resuspended in 

KPM buffer equal to the starting volume of S100.  The supernatant, cytosol, was first 

separated by ammonium sulfate precipitation on ice.  After slow addition of enzyme 

grade ammonium sulfate (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) to the appropriate 

concentration, the mixture was stirred for 30 minutes on ice and then centrifuged at 

45,000 × g for 25 minutes in a Beckman TLA100.3 rotor.  The resulting pellets were 

resuspended in KPM buffer equal to one fifth of the starting volume of S100.  The 

solutions were then dialyzed in KPM buffer overnight.  Fiber assembly was assayed by 

combining each fraction with vesicles, 1 mM ATP and 5 mg/ml native MSP, which was 

purified by the methods described (King et al., 1992). 

     The 10-25% ammonium sulfate cut was dialyzed against 10 mM sodium phosphate 

(NaP), pH 6.0 and combined with an equal volume of SP-sepharose cation exchange 

resin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), which had been washed three times with 10 mM NaP 

buffer and resuspended to make a 50% slurry.  Following overnight incubation at 4°C 

with end-over-end shaking, the mixture was centrifuged (10,000 × g for 3 minutes) and 

the non-binding fraction collected.  The resin was washed three times with an equal 

volume of 10 mM NaP.  The bound fraction was eluted by incubating with 10 mM NaP, 

1 M NaCl at 4°C for 2-4 hours and then separated by centrifugation (10,000 × g for 3 

minutes).  Both fractions were dialyzed into KPM using Pierce (Rockford, IL) Slide-A-

Lyzer Mini Dialysis Units and then concentrated to half the volume of the starting 10-

25% fraction using Millipore Ultrafree 0.5 ml 10,000 MWCO filters (Fisher Scientific).    
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Antibody Production 

 

     To generate polyclonal antibodies against cytosolic components, proteins were 

separated on 8-16% SDS-PAGE gels, excised, and electroeluted with a Biorad (Hercules, 

CA) electroelution apparatus.  Proteins were dialyzed into PBS, combined with 1 ml of 

RIBI adjuvant (Corixia, Hamilton, MT),  and injected into New Zealand white rabbits 

using a total of 1 mg of antigen at six intradermal sites, two intramuscular sites, and one 

subcutaneous site.  Rabbits were boosted at 28 days and bled 10 days later.  Whole blood 

was clotted and centrifuged to collect the antiserum.  Antibodies were purified using 

Pierce Immunopure Plus Immobilized Protein A IgG purification kits and stored at          

–70°C.   Monoclonal antibodies were generated by standard techniques using proteins 

harvested from polyethylene stabilized sperm cytoskeletons prepared as described (King 

et al., 1992).  A monoclonal antibody to MSP, AZ10, was prepared as described 

(Sepsenwol, et al., 1989). 

 

SDS-PAGE and Western Blotting 

 

     SDS-PAGE using 15% linear and 8-16% polyacrylamide gradient gels (Biorad, 

Hercules, CA) was performed as described (Laemmli, 1970).  For densitometry scans, 

gels were imaged on a ScanJet 3500C flatbed scanner (Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, CA) 

and imported into Biorad Quantity One Software for analysis.  Western blots (Towbin et 

al., 1979) were probed with primary antibody at 0.5 µg/ml, followed by HRP-conjugated 

anti-IgG (Jackson Immunolabs, West Grove, PA) secondary antibodies.  Polyclonal anti-

phosphoserine antibodies were obtained from Chemicon (Temecula, CA).  Blots were 

imaged on a ScanJet 3500C flatbed scanner (Hewlett Packard).   
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Immunofluorescence 

 

     For immunolocalization studies, activated, crawling sperm or in vitro grown fibers 

were fixed onto glass coverslips by perfusion with 1.25% glutaraldehyde (E.M. Sciences, 

Darmstadt, Germany) and 0.05% Triton X-100 (Sigma) diluted in HKB for cells or 1% 

gluteraldehyde diluted in KPM buffer for fibers.  Samples were incubated in fixative for 

30 minutes at room temperature, then washed three times with phosphate buffered saline 

(PBS), and blocked overnight in PBS/0.1% BSA.  Primary and secondary (AlexaFluor 

568 conjugated goat anti-mouse or AlexaFluor 568 conjugated goat anti-rabbit; 

Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) antibodies were used at concentrations of 5 µg/ml for 2 

hours at 25°C.  Immunolabeled cells were imaged with a Zeiss (Carl Zeiss, Inc., 

Thornwood, NY) 410 laser scanning confocal microscope equipped with a dual HeNe 

laser with appropriate filters.  Fibers were examined with a Zeiss Axioskop2 microscope 

equipped with a 40× acroplan/phase objective with appropriate filters and imaged with a 

Hamamatsu (Bridgewater, NJ) Orca 12-bit digital camera.  All images were processed 

using Metamorph software (Universal Imaging, Downingtown, PA).  All 

immunolocalization studies included negative controls in which only the secondary 

antibody was used. 

 

Peptide Sequencing 

 

     Following separation on reversed phase HPLC, proteins were digested with 

endoproteinase Lys C (Roche Pharmaceuticals, Nutley, NJ) at a final concentration of 1 

µg/µl.  After overnight incubation at 37°C, the peptide digests were separated by reversed 

phase HPLC on a Vydac C8 narrowbore column (The Nest Group, Southborough, MA) 

attached to a Beckman System Gold HPLC.  The column effluent was monitored at 220 

nm.  Peaks were collected manually and concentrated with a vacuum centrifuge.  N-

terminal sequence analysis of selected peptides was performed on an Applied Biosystems 
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Procise cLC (Foster City, CA).  The C. elegans Sanger Center 

(http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/C_elegans/blast_server.shtml) and the NCBI Blast 

server (http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/BLAST/) were used to search for homologs of the 

resulting peptides.   

 

Cloning of Ascaris Cytosolic Proteins 

 

     Testis-specific RNA was extracted from the gonads of freshly collected adult male 

Ascaris worms according to the method (Chomczynski and Sacchi, 1987).  cDNAs were 

synthesized from total RNA using a SMART RACE cDNA amplification kit (Clontech, 

San Diego, CA).  Primers were designed based on the peptide sequences obtained for 

each protein.  5’ and 3’ RACE (Clontech) were utilized with each set of primers.  

Products of PCR were excised from the agarose gel (Marligen Biosciences, Ijamsville, 

MD).  The PCR products were then subcloned into a pCR 2.1 TOPO vector (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad, CA) and transformed into TOP10F’ E. coli (Invitrogen) for DNA sequencing 

using the manufacturer’s protocol.  When the full-length cDNA was obtained, gene 

specific primers for each full-length cDNA were generated, included in the design were 

restriction sites for insertion into a protein expression vector.    

     Once a full-length sequence was found, the gene was translated using the Expasy 

translate program (http://us.expasy.org).  The reading frame was chosen based on its 

alignment with the peptides sequenced from native protein.  Blast databases in NCBI and 

the Sanger Center were searched with the predicted protein sequences.  The WU-Blast2 

Parasites server (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/blast2/parasites.html) was utilized to search 

nematode ESTs.    MWs and pIs of the predicted proteins were determined using 

Expasy’s Protein Parameters program.  Proteins were aligned with ClustalW.   
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Protein Purification  

 

     Cytosol was dialyzed overnight into S100 buffer (10 mM NaP, pH 6.0, 50 mM 

ammonium sulfate) at 4°C and then loaded onto an open column packed with HR-S100 

resin (Sigma); 15 minute fractions were collected from 10-20 hours.  Fractions were 

monitored at 280 nm and then analyzed by 15% SDS-PAGE.  I used 15 ml Amicon 

Centriprep 10,000 MWCO spin filters (Fisher Scientific) to reduce the volume in 

fractions enriched in p38.  This material was dialyzed into 10mM Tris (pH 8.0) and 

injected onto a Mono-Q sepharose HPLC column (Amersham Pharmacia, Uppsala, 

Sweden), and eluted with a 0-0.5 M NaCl gradient in 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0.   

      For purification of the p16 triplet, cytosol was dialyzed into 10mM KP (10 mM 

potassium phosphate, pH 6.8) and injected on a 5 ml ceramic hydroxyapatite HPLC 

column (Biorad), which was equilibrated in the same buffer.  Protein was eluted in 500 

mM KP (pH 6.8).  For both p38 and p16 HPLC purification, protein elution was 

monitored at 280 nm and 1 minute fractions were collected using a Biorad Model 2128 

fraction collector.  Fractions enriched in the protein of interest were assayed with 15% 

gels, dialyzed against KPM buffer, and concentrated with Millipore Ultrafree 0.5 ml 

10,000 MWCO spin filters (Fisher Scientific).   

     The Stokes’ radius of each purified protein was determined as described (Siegel and 

Monty, 1966) using a Superdex 200 column (Amersham Pharmacia) equilibrated at 20°C 

in PBS buffer with 150 mM NaCl.  The column was calibrated with ribonuclease A, 

chymotrypsinogen, ovalbumin, and bovine serum albumin, and MSP. 

 

In Vitro Assays 

 

     Fractions for in vitro assembly assays were pipetted into 20 µl chambers assembled by 

mounting a 11 × 22 mm glass coverslip onto a glass slide with two parallel pieces of 

Scotch double-stick tape.  For perfusion assays, fiber assembly was initiated on slides as 

above (volume = 10 µl) and allowed to grow at room temperature for 10 minutes.  After 
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10 minutes, the starting volume of extract was replaced by pipetting across one chamber 

volume of the perfusate, which was mixed in a microcentrifuge tube just before addition.  

Slides were examined on a Zeiss (Carl Zeiss, Inc.) Axioskop 2 microscope equipped with 

40× phase contrast objective.  Images were obtained using an Orca cooled-CCD camera 

(Hamamatsu) and processed with Metamorph image analysis software (Universal 

Imaging).  Fiber growth rates were measured from time lapse images, taken at 20 second 

intervals for 1 or 2 minutes for addition experiments and 5 minutes for perfusions assays.   

 

Immunoprecipitation 

 

     Samples for immunoprecipitation were incubated in KPM with 1% Triton X-100, and 

20 mM ATP, where applicable, for 30 minutes at 25°C.  Samples were then combined 

with an equal volume of 2X immunoprecipitation (IP) buffer (2% Triton X-100, 300 mM 

NaCl, 20 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 2 mM EGTA (pH 8.0)).  10 µg of the appropriate antibody 

was added to the mixture, which was then incubated overnight at 4°C with end-over-end 

rotation.  30 µl of a 50% slurry of Affi-Beads (Biorad), which was washed three times 

with 1X IP buffer, was added and the mixture was incubated at 4°C for two hours.  The 

antibody-antigen conjugate was separated by centrifugation at 10,000 × g for 3 minutes 

and then washed three times with 1X IP buffer.  Protein samples were analyzed on 15% 

SDS-PAGE and blotted with appropriate antibodies.   

      

Affinity Chromatography 

 

     Native MSP was purified as described (King et al., 1992).  3 mg of MSP (α and β) 

was coupled to 1 ml of NHS-activated Sepharose 4 Fast Flow (Amersham Pharmacia) 

resin per the manufacturer’s protocol.  Samples for affinity chromatography were 

incubated in KPM with 1% Triton X-100, and 20 mM ATP, where applicable, for 30 

minutes at 25°C.  An equal volume of a 50% slurry of the MSP affinity resin was added 

and incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes and then overnight at 4°C.  The non-
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binding fraction was separated by centrifugation at 10,000 × g for 3 minutes and the resin 

was washed three times with KPM to eliminate non-specific binding.  The bound fraction 

was eluted by incubating the resin with 0.1 M acetate, 0.5M NaCl, pH 4 at 4°C for 2 

hours.  Protein samples were analyzed on 15% SDS-PAGE and blotted with appropriate 

antibodies.   
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

RESULTS 

 

 

 

 

 

Reconstitution of In Vitro Motility with a Fraction of Cytosolic Components 

 

 

     S100, the cell-free extract that reconstitutes Ascaris motility, can be separated into 

cytosolic and vesicle fractions by centrifugation; components from both fractions are 

required for assembly of fibers (Figure 6).  MSP at 4mM, the estimated concentration of 

the protein in the sperm lamellipod, does not substitute for cytosol in these reconstitution 

assays, indicating that additional soluble components are required (Italiano et al., 1996).  

The filtrate obtained by passing cytosol through a 10,000 Dalton molecular weight cut-

off filter does not support growth when recombined with vesicles and ATP, while the 

retentate (Mr above 10,000 Daltons) does (Italiano et al., 1996), indicating that the 

required cytosolic components are proteins rather than small molecules.  To identify 

soluble proteins involved in MSP assembly dynamics, I fractionated cytosol using a 

range of biochemical techniques and identified active fractions by their ability to generate 

fiber assembly when combined with vesicles, MSP, and ATP.   

     Cytosol was first separated into five fractions using differential ammonium sulfate 

precipitation (Figure 7).  No fiber growth occurred when the 0-10%, 40-60%, or >60% 

fractions were dialyzed to remove the ammonium sulfate and combined with membrane  

components, MSP, and ATP.  By contrast, both the 10-25% and the 25-40% cuts (Figure 

8A) supported fiber growth under these conditions (Figure 8D, C).
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Figure 6:  An MSP fiber grown in vitro.  Platinum replicas of MSP fibers show that the 
fibers are composed of a dense meshwork of MSP filaments.  A plasma membrane-
derived vesicle (lower left) is located at one end of the fiber and is the site of MSP 
filament addition.  Bar = 500 nm.  Image courtesy of L. LeClaire. 
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Figure 7:  Cytosol can be fractionated by differential ammonium sulfate precipitation to 
yield fractions of differing protein composition.  This Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel 
shows the protein composition of cytosol and each of the ammonium sulfate fractions.  
Both the 10-25% and the 25-40% fraction reconstitute fiber growth with vesicles, MSP, 
and ATP added.  The other fractions did not support fiber growth under these conditions. 
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        I noticed qualitative differences in the fiber preparations with each of the assembly 

competent fractions.  Thus, I compared the rates of fiber growth as well as the number of 

fibers present in each reconstitution assay.  To ensure that conditions in each assay were 

comparable, the final volume of each ammonium sulfate fraction was adjusted to one- 

fifth of the starting volume of the cytosol used for the fractionation and each fraction was 

tested using aliquots from the same batch of vesicles.  Counts of fibers were obtained 

from at least four fields selected at random 30 minutes after fiber assembly was initiated.  

The rate of fiber assembly with cytosol was two-fold higher than with the 10-25% 

fraction, which was more than two-fold higher than the growth rate obtained with the 25-

40% fraction (Table 1).  However, the number of fibers produced by the 25-40% fraction 

was greater than that obtained with either cytosol or the 10-25% fraction (Table 1).   

     Because the 10-25% fraction contained fewer protein components and had a higher 

mean rate of fiber growth than the 25-40% fraction, I concentrated on this material for 

further separation.  The 10-25% ammonium sulfate cut was fractionated using the weak 

cation exchange resin SP-sepharose in a batch adsorption method.  The SP-sepharose 

bound fraction supported fiber assembly when combined with vesicles, MSP, and ATP 

(Figure 8E), whereas the non-binding fraction did not.  Thus, the bound fraction contains 

all of the soluble proteins required for fiber assembly.  Comparison of the protein 

composition of cytosol, the 10-25% fraction, and the SP-sepharose bound subfraction by 

SDS-PAGE indicated that cation exchange removed additional proteins from the 10-25% 

cut (Figure 8A).   Scanning densitometry of Coomassie-stained gels detected fewer bands 

in the SP-sepharose bound fraction than in cytosol (Figure 8F).  Therefore, sequential 

ammonium sulfate fractionation and ion exchange reduced the complexity of the 

cytosolic fraction, while retaining its capacity to assemble MSP fibers.   

     I tried a range of methods for further fractionation of the cation-bound material, but 

was unable to obtain an assembly-competent subfraction.  Therefore, to identify the 

cytoskeletal components in the SP-sepharose bound fraction I generated antibodies to 

several of its constituent proteins.  This approach produced seven antibodies.  Three of 

these antibodies were specific to a single band: anti-Mr ~ 47 kDa, anti-Mr ~ 38 kDa, and 

anti- Mr ~ 36 kDa.  The two antibodies generated against Mr ~ 42 kDa and Mr ~ 40 kDa  
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Figure 8:  Cytosol can be separated into less complex fractions that retain competence to 
assemble fibers.  (A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel shows the cytosolic fractions 
that are assembly competent: cytosol, 25-40% fraction, 10-25% fraction and the SP-
sepharose bound (SP-seph B) subfraction of the 10-25% cut.  (B-E) Phase contrast 
micrographs of fibers assembled with vesicles, MSP and ATP, in combination with 
cytosol (B), the 25-40% fraction (C), the 10-25% fraction (D), or the SP-sepharose bound 
subfraction (E).  Arrows indicate the membrane vesicle on selected fibers.  Scale bar, 5 
µm.  (F) A densitometry scan of cytosol and the SP-sepharose bound subfraction 
confirms that fractionation substantially reduced the number of proteins detectable by 
Coomassie staining. 
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Table 1 

Comparison of the in vitro reconstitution with cytosol and ammonium sulfate fractions 
indicates that although both fractions substitute for cytosol, the rate of fiber growth and 
the mean number of fibers per field are different. 
 

Fraction Mean Rate (µm/min) ±  

Standard Deviation 
Mean Number of 

Fibers/Field ± 

Standard Deviation 

Cytosol 5.69 ± 2.2 (16)a 54 ± 8   (6)b 
10-25% 2.85 ± 0.7 (44) 52 ± 12 (4) 
25-40% 1.15 ± 0.5 (20) 79 ± 7   (4) 
 
a. Entries are the mean rate of fiber growth ± the standard deviation for (the number of 
fibers measured). 
 
b. Entries are the mean number of fibers per field at 30 minutes after initiation of fiber 
growth ± the standard deviation for (the number of fields measured). 
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both recognized a triplet of proteins of Mr ~ 42, 40, and 38 kDa (Figure 9).  I also 

generated two monoclonal antibodies, 3A10 and 6F9.  3A10 recognized a doublet of 

proteins of Mr ~ 38 kDa (Figure 9); 6F9 labeled a triplet of proteins of Mr ~ 29 kDa 

(Figure 9). 

     Indirect immunofluorescence of whole cells and fibers assembled in vitro showed that 

all seven antibodies bound to the MSP cytoskeleton and that their labeling patterns were 

identical (Figure 10).  Each antibody produced uniform labeling of the fiber complexes in 

the lamellipod and along the entire length of fibers assembled in vitro.  Therefore, 

antibodies identify six of the polypeptides in the SP-sepharose fraction as putative 

cytoskeletal proteins.   

 

Characterization of Putative Cytoskeletal Proteins 

 

          I excised each of the bands from SDS-PAGE gels of the SP-sepharose bound 

fraction, extracted the protein, and determined the molecular weight by Matrix Assisted 

Laser Desorption Ionization/Time of Flight (MALDI/TOF).  Based on these data, I have 

designated these proteins as p43, p42, p40, p38, p34, and p16α, β, and γ (Figure 11).  

Each protein recovered from SDS-PAGE was proteolyzed with Endo-Lys-C.  Sequences 

of the resulting peptides were used to design degenerate oligonucleotide primers for RT-

PCR with mRNA enriched in sperm-specific transcripts.  5’ and 3’ RACE techniques 

were utilized to obtain the full-length cDNA for each protein of interest.  For each 

protein, I identified homologs in C. elegans but none of the Ascaris proteins exhibited 

significant homology to proteins in organisms other than nematodes.    

 

p43 is a Putative Serine Phosphoprotein Based on Tandem Sequence Repeats            

   

   Sequences of three peptides obtained from proteolysis of p43 (Figure 12, underlined), 

were used to obtain the p43 cDNA.  The full-length cDNA of p43 (Figure 12) has a 

predicted molecular weight of 43 kDa, which compares favorably with the molecular 
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Figure 9:  Western blots of the SP-sepharose bound fraction probed with antibodies 
generated against selected proteins.  Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE (far left) of the SP-
sepharose bound subfraction.  Western blots with the anti-Mr ~ 47 kDa, anti-Mr ~ 38 kDa, 
and anti- Mr ~ 36 kDa showed that these antibodies are specific to a single protein of the 
appropriate molecular weight.  The two antibodies generated against Mr ~ 42 kDa and Mr 
~ 40 kDa both recognized a triplet of proteins of Mr ~ 42, 40, and 38 kDa.  The 
monoclonal antibody 3A10 recognizes a doublet of Mr ~ 38 kDa; 6F9 labeled a triplet of 
proteins of Mr ~ 29 kDa. 
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Figure 10:  Indirect immunofluorescence with anti-Mr ~ 38 antibody labels the MSP 
cytoskeleton uniformly in vivo and in vitro.  (A) Immunolabeling of a fixed, 
permeabilized sperm showing labeling throughout the fiber complexes that comprise the 
MSP cytoskeleton.  (B, C) Paired immunofluorescence and DIC images of a fiber 
assembled in vitro.  The fiber is labeled uniformly but its associated vesicle (arrow in C) 
is not.  The labeling pattern of cells and fibers obtained with anti-Mr ~ 47, anti-Mr ~ 
40/42, anti-Mr ~ 36, and the monoclonal antibodies 3A10 and 6F9 was identical.  Bars, 
10 µm. 
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Figure 11:  Summary of the characteristics of the six putative cytoskeletal proteins 
involved in MSP motility.  The Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel (right) shows the SP-
sepharose bound subfraction of the 10-25% ammonium sulfate fraction with the six 
proteins denoted with their molecular weights in kDa.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr MALDI-
TOF 
MW 
(Daltons) 

MW of 
gene 
product 
(Daltons) 

pI of  
gene 
product 

C. elegans 
homolog 

Protein 
designation 

47 43185 43157 9.1 T28H11.5 p43 

42 42454 ND ND ND p42 

40 40731 40817 6.3 Y69E1A.2 p40 

38 38064 38246 
 

6.5 ZK265.3 p38 

36 34868 34727 8.8 Y38H8A.3 p34 

29 16439 (α) 
16021 (β) 
15562 (γ) 

16575 (α) 
16117 (β) 
15631 (γ) 

4.4 (α) 
4.5 (β) 
4.4 (γ) 

C35D10.11 p16 α, β, γ 
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weight of native p43 obtained by MALDI/TOF (Figure 11).  The predicted Ascaris p43  

protein is homologous to a family of four polypeptides, ssq-1 – ssq-4 (sperm specific 

protein family q) encoded by genes in C. elegans, all four of which exhibit sperm-

enriched expression (Hill et al., 2000; Reinke et al., 2000).  The C. elegans gene 

T28H11.5 (ssq-2) contained the highest level of homology with Ascaris p43 (53% similar 

and 47% identical) (Figure 12).  

     The predicted protein sequence of Ascaris p43 and C. elegans ssq-2 contain two 

repeating motifs (Figure 12, bold).  The first (TSAYFGV) is repeated 4 times at the N 

terminal and again 4 times at the C-terminal.  The second (TKTAIGAPMGMSGLD) is 

repeated 19 times in the central region of the protein.  The central repeat region is 

connected to the terminal repeats by regions that are rich in glycine.  The repeat regions 

show the highest homology with ssq-2.  There are 16 putative serine phosphorylation 

sites (SGLD) in the p43 sequence (Figure 12, italics).  

     To determine whether bacterially expressed p43 is serine phosphorylated, I added 32P-

γ-ATP to p43, vesicles, and ATP.  This resulted in labeling of a protein of Mr < 50 kDa 

(Figure 13B) that was detected on western blots with a polyclonal anti-phosphoserine and 

the anti-p43 antibodies (Figure 13C, D), indicating that p43 is serine phosphorylated.   

 

 

p38 and p40 are Similar Proteins, Each with a Tandem Sequence Duplication  
 
 
     Predicted amino acid sequences from full-length cDNAs encoding p38 and p40 show 

a 42% homology (Figure 14A).  The molecular weight of the predicted protein sequences 

of both p38 and p40 compared favorably with the molecular weight obtained by 

MALDI/TOF (Figure 11).  The difference in the molecular weight between the native and 

predicted protein can be explained by the absence of the initiator methionine (- 131 

Daltons) and the presence of an N-terminal acetylation (+ 42 Daltons) (net change + 89 

Daltons).  

     The protein sequences of both p40 and p38 contain a domain duplication.  In the 

predicted p40 sequence, amino acids 1-95 are similar to amino acids 182-286 (34% 

identity) (Figure 14B).  The p38 sequence has a similar domain duplication, with amino 

acids 3-101 similar to amino acids 176-278 (32% identity) (Figure 14C).  The duplicated  
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p43             MTSTYCGVGGSMSPGTTSAYFAAPGARPSVGGGGGGMG-RAPTAPGVSAYFAPTMGGGGG  

ssq-2           MTSAYFGVAGGSNTGAQSAYFGVGGGPAGGGGGASKVGGGAAPPPGTSVYMGAGGGGGGG  

                ***:* **.*. ..*: ****.. *. .. ***.. :*  *...**.*.*:..  ***** 

 

p43             GTVSAYFSPTTPGAMGGGGAAPAPAAAMTGGGAKAAAGGMTGLDTKTAIGAPVGMSGLDT  

ssq-2           GAQSAYF------AVGGAPVGGAPAAVSIGAPPPAGGGGAS---TMTALGGAP--SGAST  

                *: ****      *:**. .. ****.  *. . *..** :   * **:*..   ** .* 

 

p43             KTAIGAPVGMSGLDTKTAIGAPVGMSGLDTKAAIGAPMGMSGLDTKTAIGAPMGMSGLDT  

ssq-2           MTAVGGAP--RGASTMTAVGGVP-----------------SGASTMTAVGG--APTGAST  

                 **:*..    * .* **:*.                   ** .* **:*.  . :* .* 

 

p43             KTAIGAPMGMSGLDTKTAIGAPMGMSGLDTKTAIGAPMGMSGLDTKTAIGAPMGMSGLDT  

ssq-2           MTAVGG--APTGASPMTAFGG--APTGASTMTAVGG--APTGASTMTAVGG--APTGAST  

                 **:*.  . :* .. **:*.  . :* .* **:*.  . :* .* **:*.  . :* .* 

 

p43             KTAIGAPMGMSGLDTKTAIGAPVGMSGLDTKTAIGAPMGMSGLDTKTAIGAPMGMSGLDT  

ssq-2           MTAVGG--APTGASTMTAVGGAP--TGASTMTAVGGVP--TGASTMTAIGG--APSGAST  

                 **:*.  . :* .* **:*..   :* .* **:*.    :* .* ****.  . ** .* 

 

p43             KTAIGAPMGMSGLDTKTAIGAPMGMSGLDTKTAIGAPMGMSGLDTKTAIGAAAGTPGLDT  

ssq-2           MTAVG--------------GAPRGAS---TMTAVGG--APTGASTMTAVGAAPG--GAST  

                 **:*              *** * *   * **:*.  . :* .* **:***.*  * .* 

 

p43             KTAIGAPVGTPGLDTKTAIGAPVG-APAVGAAVKAPPMSPAPGCGGTTSAYFGVGGSSAP  

ssq-2           MTAVGG--APRGASTMTAVGAPGGGASALGAAPPAGSMS--GGGGGATSGYFGVGQGVMG  

                 **:*.  .. * .* **:*** * *.*:***  * .**   * **:**.***** .    

 

p43             G----TTSCYFGAGGGGGGGGGGGGGAGKPPPGVSAYFAPTGSAGAPG-TVSTYFTVR  

ssq-2           GGGAVGQSAYFGVGGGAAGGAKTGGGGGGGIPGQSMYMGAGGGGGAGGGATSAYFAPK  

                *      *.***.***..**.  ***.*   ** * *:.. *..** * :.*:**: : 

 
 
 

Figure 12:  Alignment of Ascaris p43 with C. elegans T28H11.5, ssq-2.  Underlines 
denote the position of the peptides obtained from the native p43 protein.  Bold regions 
indicate the examples of the two repeats present throughout the protein.  One of the 
putative phosphorylation sites (SGLD) is denoted in italics.  Asterisks indicate identical 
residues, colons are present when residues are highly conserved, and periods represent 
moderately conserved residues.   
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Figure 13:  p43 is serine phosphorylated.  (A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel of p43, 
vesicles, and ATP.  (B) Autoradiography of the same gel shows labeling at Mr < 50 kDa.  
Western blots probed with anti-phosphoserine (C) and anti-p43 (D) suggest that this 
phosphorylated band is p43. 
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Figure 14:  Alignment of Ascaris p38 and p40 with their C. elegans homologs.  (A) The 
predicted protein sequence of p38 shows homology with C. elegans protein Y69E1A.2; 
p40 shows homology with C. elegans ZK265.3.  Peptides obtained from the native 
protein are underlined.  Proline-rich repeats are shown in italics.  (B) Alignment of p40 
domain I and domain II.  (C)  Domain duplication in p38.  The duplicated domains are 
the most highly conserved region of the four proteins.  Asterisks indicate identical 
residues, colons are present when residues are highly conserved, and periods represent 
moderately conserved residues.   
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A. 
 

p40             MPNPPAKEDTWAFGPIGSPFPDNPVKALGQQNMYVALWYKNGRPMHGRAWNNGGVIECSF  

Y69E1A.2        MPNPPPKEDTWAFQPIGAPFPPSPVKCMGEQNMYVALWYKHGKPIHGRSWNNGGVVECSF  

ZK265.3         MPVAK--EDSWAFQPIGSPFPEAPVRVPNQNNQYVALWYKHGKPIHGRAWNNDGVVECSF  

p38             MTTKEF-EDTWAYNTIGSPFPDNPVRVKGQQNMYVALWYKFGKPIHGRAWNDNGNVECSF  

                *.     **:**: .**:***  **:  .::* ******* *:*:***:**:.* :**** 

 

p40             PYNKSELTGVKDLGGQIQVLQYKG-----NHLSLGYWYNWIKYSDRFDKMDKGAEMLRCG  

Y69E1A.2        PYKQAELTTKQQLEGQIQVLQYVG-----DHNNQGFWYEWIKYKDRIEKIDDKHQLVRCG  

ZK265.3         PYNKAELKGKLDLGGQIQILQYKG-----DYNSLGYWYEWLPLKQRHENNEGIREIVRCG  

p38             PYNKVELTGARDLGGQIQILTATEQDPTEQFKKTGFWYEWRPYKDR--VNDQLLQLVRCG  

                **:: **.   :* ****:*         :. . *:**:*   .:*    :   :::*** 

 

p40             DSFPILWSERPGGALLGYVDNKTEIARFSHDGKVDEVSGSALANMLIIVRELKGGPPYCE  

Y69E1A.2        DSFPIFWK-RAEGNLLGYVDNKTEEAWFSFNGKVLKQVGPQLNDMYIITRNCIGGPPSCD  

ZK265.3         NSVPVLAKLKDGTDKLGFLDLNTEVALFSNAGTTEKYEGGATANFMTIFRNLRPPPTG--  

p38             QSTPVIMKTKDGKDLLGYIDMSTEVAAVGVSGKSEQVAGGPIQDMLVLFRNVKAPPKG--  

                :* *:: . :     **::* .** * ..  *.  :  *    ::  : *:    *     

 

p40             CEECKSEPPKPIVRVTLNEWADFRCGDPWPTSGTPVRALGRSLDTLPGENPDQYVALWYQ  

Y69E1A.2        CANCGSGPK---VRVERDEWMDIREGDAWPTR-QLVKALDKTLDTLPGVNPDQYVALWYM  

ZK265.3         ------------LKVYDDLWYDLRYGDNFPS--NAVPADGRALNTETG-PHMQYVALWYK  

p38             ------------IKIYDDTWLDLKYRDPFPAAKNPIAAGGRKVKSDDGTEMFQYVALWYK  

                            :::  : * *::  * :*:    : * .: :.:  *    *******  

 

p40             SGEPVMGRIWND-GGKIAACFGWGGHEYR-QKIGSIQILYELPEAIRGFDYDWKPFPEAA  

Y69E1A.2        QGEPVMGRVWNE-GGKVAANFSWFNNEYT-KNVGSIQLLVHLPDNLRGFDYGWISFPEAA  

ZK265.3         HGDPVFGRSYPSSAGKTMAHFGKNNQENAGPEVGSMQLLTVPEASCMGLEYKWMPLSEGK  

p38             HGQPVFGRAYPDSADKTLANFGWGGQENAGAEIGSFHMLVVPDPDILGFEYKWIPYKEAK  

                 *:**:** : . ..*  * *.  .:*    ::**:::*        *::* * .  *.  

 

p40             QFGAKEWIPVHVDHHKGNISPAVLIVDG-KEILGKADIRNERATIGYGGTEKVLVG-PAV  

Y69E1A.2        KFGDKEWHPVHVNNHKGDISVGVVNVSGGKQILAKVDVRNEKYGYGYQGKEHTASAKSCA  

ZK265.3         SSG---WTTVHI----GNSAPCILKDDKGLEVLGNLDLTIEKASAGYGGKEKIMTG-AAV  

p38             AGGP--FKPLHV----GECTPCLLKDANGTERLGNLHMGMEKATAGLAGKDSAVSG-PAV  

                  *   : .:*:    *: :  ::      : *.: .:  *:   *  *.:    . ... 

 

p40             HSCMVLCRKAKPGCTID-  

Y69E1A.2        DNTTVLCRKAKPGCKLDG  

ZK265.3         AKLKVLFKRRLA------  

p38             GDFLVLCRN---------  

                 .  ** :.          

 

 

B. 
 

1-95            MPNPPAKEDT--WAFGPIGSPFPDN--PVKALGQ---------QNMYVALWYKNGRPMHG 

182-286         PPKPIVRVTLNEWADFRCGDPWPTSGTPVRALGRSLDTLPGENPDQYVALWYQSGEPVMG 

                 *:* .:     **    *.*:* .  **:***:          : ******:.*.*: * 

 

1-95            RAWNNGGVIECSFPYNKSELTGVKDLGGQIQVLQYKGNHLSLGYWYNW 

182-286         RIWNDGGKIAACFGWGGHEYR--QKIG-SIQIL-YELPEAIRGFDYDW 

                * **:** * ..* :.  *    :.:* .**:* *:  .   *: *:* 

 
C. 

 
3-101           KEFEDTWAYNTIGSPFP--DNPVRVKGQQN---------MYVALWYKFGKPIHGRAWNDN 

176-278         KIYDDTWLDLKYRDPFPAAKNPIAAGGRKVKSDDGTEMFQYVALWYKHGQPVFGRAYPDS 

                * ::***   .  .***  .**: . *::           *******.*:*:.***: *. 

 

3-101           GNVECS-FPYNKVELTGARDLGGQIQILTATEQDPTEQFKKTGFWYEWRP 

176-278         ADKTLANFGWGGQENAGA-EIG-SFHMLVVPDPD------ILGFEYKWIP 

                .:   : * :.  * :** ::* .:::*...: *        ** *:* * 
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domains are the most conserved regions between the C. elegans and Ascaris proteins. 

There are also two proline-rich regions in the protein sequence of p38 (Figure 14A, 

italics) and three such regions in the protein sequence of p40 (Figure 14A, italics).  These 

are typically important for protein-protein interactions (Holt and Koffer, 2001; Renfranz 

and Beckerle, 2002).    

     Database searches revealed several putative homologs of p38 and p40 in C. elegans 

but none had a known function.  The best match to p40 was Y69E1A.2 (Figure 14A), a 

sperm-enriched protein (Reinke et al., 2000 and Hill et al., 2000).  The best match to p38 

was ZK265.3 (Figure 14A), which is also sperm-enriched.  There were no significant 

matches to proteins in other species.    

     Searching the WU-Blast2 database of nematodes detected homology between p38 and 

p40 and four ESTs from a cDNA library of the distal testis region of Ascaris (Figure 

15A).  One of these (BM278682) is identical to p38.  Two ESTs (BM278736; 

CB014681) are identical to p40, however one (CB014681) contains a different start site 

than the predicted protein sequence of p40.  The C. elegans homolog C04G2.9 also has 

this alternative start site.  The final EST (BM278776) contained homology to peptides 

obtained from p42 (Figure 15B).  This EST shows 25.8% homology to domain II of p38 

and 48.9% homology with domain II of p40.  These results indicate that these three 

proteins, p38, p40, and p42, may comprise a family of closely related polypeptides.   This 

is consistent with the cross-reaction of the monoclonal antibody 3A10 with p38 and p40 

as well as the cross-reaction of the antibodies against p40 and p42, which although 

generated against a single protein recognize the triplet of proteins (p38, p40, and p42). 

 

 

p34 is a Putative Protein Kinase 
 
 
     Four peptides (Figure 16, underlined) obtained by an in-gel digestion of p34 were 

used to obtain a corresponding cDNA.  The full-length predicted gene product is 34 kDa 

in molecular weight and shows homology to a predicted C. elegans protein, C38H8A.3 

(Figure 16), which is sperm-enriched in microarray analyses (Reinke et al., 2000 and Hill 

et al., 2000).  This C. elegans homolog is a predicted serine/threonine kinase and contains 

all the signature motifs of such a protein, including an ATP-binding region and a kinase  
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A. 
 

BM278736        ---MPNPPAKEDPWAFGPIGSPFPDNPVKALGQQ-NMYVALWYKNGRPMHGRAWNNGGVI 

CB014681        ------------------------------------MYVALWYKNGRTMHGRALENGGVI 

BM278682        ----MTTKEFEDTWAYNTIGSPFPDNPVRVKGQQ-NMYVALWYKFGKPIHGRAWNDNGNV 

BM278776        MIDEWMDIRAGDPWPERKLMKALNKTLDTIPGENPDQYVALWYQQGEPIMGRVWNDNGKV 

                                                     ******: *..: **. ::.* : 

 

BM278736        ECSFPYNKSELTGVKDLGGQIQVLQYKG-----NHLSLGYWYNWIKYSDRFDKMDKGAEM 

CB014681        ECSFPYNKSELTGVKDLGGQIQVLQYKG-----NHLSLGYWYNWIKYSDRFDKMDKGAEM 

BM278682        ECSFPYNKVELTGARDLGGQIQILTATEQDPTEQFKKTGFWYEWRPYKDRVN--DQLLQL 

BM278776        AAAFGWFDKEYR---DKVGSLQVLVELA------DYVRGFDYKWVPFSECGHFGEKEWTP 

                 .:* : . *     *  *.:*:*              *: *:*  :.:  .  ::     

 

BM278736        LRCGDSFPILWS---ERPG-ALLGYVDNKTEIARFSHDGKVDEVSGSALANMLIIVRELK 

CB014681        LRCGDSFPILWS---ERPGGALLGYVDNKTEIARFSHDGKVDEVSGSALANMLIIVRELK 

BM278682        VRCGQSTPVIMK---TKDGKDLLGYIDMSTEVAAVGVSGKSEQVAGGPIQDMLVLFRNVK 

BM278776        VYVDYPKGIISPAVMTWEGKQILGKADIRNEKVSSAFNGV-------------------- 

                :  . .  ::        *  :**  *  .* .  . .*                      

 

BM278736        GGPPYCECEECKSEPPKPIVRVTLNEWADFRCGDPWPTSGTPVRAL-------------- 

CB014681        GGPPYCECEECKSEPPKPIVRVTLNEWADFRCGDPWPTSGTPVRALGRSLDTLPGENPDQ 

BM278682        -------------APPK-GIKIYDDTWLDLKYRDPFPAAKNPIAAGGRKVKSD------- 

BM278776        ------------------------------------------------------------ 

                                                                             

 

BM278736        ----------------- 

CB014681        YVALWYQSGEPVMGRIW 

BM278682        ----------------- 

BM278776        ----------------- 

                                  

 

B. 
 

BM278776 

 

MIDEWMDIRAGDPWPERKLMKALNKTLDTIPGENPDQYVALWYQQGEPIMGRVWNDNGKVAAAFGWFDKEY 

         KTLXRIPAENPDQYVALGYQQ           KVAAAFGCFDK      

RDKVGSLQVLVELADYVRGFDYKWVPFSECGHFGEKEWTPVYVDYPKGIISPAVMTWEGKQILGKADIRNE 

                                              KGIISPAVMTXEGK  

KVSSAFNGV 

 

 

Figure 15:  Alignment of four Ascaris EST homologs of p38 and p40.  (A) One EST 
(BM278682) obtained from the distal testis region of Ascaris is identical to p38.  Two 
ESTs (BM278736; CB014681) are identical to p40, however one (CB014681) contains a 
different start site than the predicted protein of p40.  (B)  The EST BM278776 contains 
homology to peptides obtained from p42 (bold).  This EST shows 25.8% homology to 
domain II of p38 and 48.9% homology with domain II of p40.  Asterisks indicate 
identical residues, colons are present when residues are highly conserved, and periods 
represent moderately conserved residues.   
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p34             MAAPQLVQLQVGEMVDRWHIDKKLGEGGFGAVYLVSDSTGTYALKVEGVNEQIQVLKMEV  

Y38H8A.3        MAA-ELVQLNPGQQVERWSIEKKLGEGGFGAVYRVFDATGKYAMKVEGANEQIQVLKLEV  

                *** .****: *: *:** *:************ * *:**.**:****.********:** 

 

p34             YVLTELMKRNSRHFCKIMDKGRYGSFNYVVMTVVGKSLQDLRKAGPGQHLSMGTAIGAGI  

Y38H8A.3        SVLNKLSKRGNRHFCKIEDKGRFGNFNYVVMTLVGKSLQDLNKAGVGGHMSMGCSIGIGI  

                 **.:* **..****** ****:*.*******:********.*** * *:*** :** ** 

 

p34             QALEALEDLHSIGYLHRDVKPGNYTVGRPELNELRKIYILDFGMCRKFTNAQNVIRKPRA  

Y38H8A.3        QSLEALEDLHNIGYLHRDVKPGNYTIGRPELNEIRKVYILDFGMCRKFTGNDGTIRKPRQ  

                *:********.**************:*******:**:************. :..*****  

 

p34             AAGFRGTVRYAPISCHLQRELCRKDDVETWIYMQVELTTGNLPWKNVADMNQVGEYKKRC  

Y38H8A.3        AAGFRGTVKYAPISCHLQRELCRKDDLETWMYMQVELSHGTIPWQYISDMNQVGQAKQAI  

                ********:*****************:***:******: *.:**: ::******: *:   

 

p34             RFEPAINELMGG-CAPELGQIMQMVDALKYYDTPPYQQIYTLMRRSFQTTG-TQEFPYDW  

Y38H8A.3        RNN--LGSLFPPPCPHQFQDIMRMVDAMKYYDAPNYQAIYGMMRQAYGACGSNENAPYDW  

                * :  :..*:   *. :: :**:****:****:* ** ** :**::: : * .:: **** 

 

p34             EKPGGGIF---  

Y38H8A.3        ENGGPAAYLLH  

                *: * . :    

 

 

 
Figure 16:  Alignment of Ascaris p34 predicted protein sequence with C. elegans 
Y38H8A.3.  Underlines denote the position of the peptides obtained from the native p34 
protein.  The predicted ATP-binding domain is in bold.  Asterisks indicate identical 
residues, colons are present when residues are highly conserved, and periods represent 
moderately conserved residues.  
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domain.  These functional motifs are the regions of the highest homology between the  

Ascaris and the C. elegans protein sequences.  The kinase domain present in p34 is not 

specifically a serine/threonine kinase domain as it contains homology to tyrosine kinase 

domains as well.  Further, p34 displays homology to other kinase domains 

(serine/threonine and tyrosine) in proteins from a number of other species. 

 

p16 Contains a Putative MSP domain    

  

     Sequencing and cloning showed that the p16 triplet comprises a family of three 

closely related polypeptides that I designated α, β, and γ (Figure 11).  I obtained peptide 

sequences for the α and β isoforms (Figure 17, underlined), which were similar (87.5% 

and 54% amino acid identity) but sufficiently different to design two sets of primers that 

yielded two independent full-length cDNAs by RT-PCR.  The predicted amino acid 

sequences of p16α and β were 72% identical (Figure 17).   

     Searches of C. elegans databases showed that the best match for both proteins was 

C35D10.11 (47% identical and 64% similar to α; 51% identical and 65% similar to β).   

Ascaris p16α and β also showed similarity to a large family of sperm-specific proteins of 

unknown function, designated ssp-9 - ssp-32.  WU-Blast2 searches detected homology to 

genes in other species of nematodes as well as a full-length predicted gene product, 

known as MSP domain protein 1 (MDP1) from the testis germinal zone of Ascaris 

(Figure 17).  MDP1 is similar to p16α and β, but it is not identical; its predicted 

molecular weight is lower than that of α or β (Figure 11).  These data suggest that MDP1 

may be the third and smallest member of the p16 triplet (γ).  

     The sequences of the p16 triplet contain a low complexity region at the N terminal, 

including several proline-rich and alanine-rich tandem sequence repeats.  The proteins 

also have a putative MSP domain, which is the site of the highest homology between 

each member of the family and with the C. elegans homolog.  However, there is a low 

level of homology between any member of the p16 triplet and β-MSP and there is no 

cross-reaction between anti-MSP and anti-p16 (6F9) antibodies on western blots (data not 

shown). 
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a               MGDVPPP-----DAAAAPPPDAAAAPPPADAAAAPPPDAAAAPPPPEAAAAPPADAGAAA 
b               MGDAPPPEAPPADAAAAPPPEAAAAPP-PEAAAAPPPEAAAAPP-----------PEAAP 

MDP1            MADAPPA-----DAAAAPAPDAPAAPP-ADAAVAPTPDAAAAPP---------ADAGAAP 

C35D10.11       ------------------------------------------------------------ 

                                                                             

 

a               PPPPG-PTTLTADPPEANMPAAGGVSTHTLSNPSGVRLAFKVKSTNNNEYRLRPVYGFVE 

b               PPPAGAPPSLTIDPPAANMPAGGGVSTHTLTNPSAVRLAFKVKSSNNTDYRLKPVYGFVE 

MDP1            PPPAG-PTTLTADPPEANMPAAGGVSTHTLSNPSGVRLAFKVKSTNNNEYRLKPVYGFVE 

C35D10.11       -------MSLTADPPACTVPAAGGASTHKLVNAGAEKMIFKIKSSNNNEYRITPVFGFVD 

                       :** *** ..:**.**.***.* *... :: **:**:**.:**: **:***: 

 

a               ATGNSPLEITRSAGPPKNDKLVILFKEAAADASDPAALFKEGAPLGELTLPLNAA- 

b               PMAVAPVEITRTAGPPRSDKLVIQFKEAAADAPDATVIFKEGAPLGEVVLPLNAA- 

MDP1            ATGNSPLEITRSAGPPKNDKLVIQFKEAAADASDAAPLFKEGALLGELTLPLNAA- 

C35D10.11       PSGSKDITITRTAGAPKEDKLVVHFAAAPADATDAQAAFAAITPAGTITIPMSATA 

                . .   : ***:**.*:.****: *  *.***.*.   *   :  * :.:*:.*: 

 

 

 

Figure 17:  Ascaris p16α and β show homology to Ascaris MSP domain protein 1 
(MDP1) and C. elegans predicted gene product C35D10.11.  Underlined regions in α and 
β are peptides obtained from each of the native proteins.  Asterisks indicate identical 
residues, colons are present when residues are highly conserved, and periods represent 
moderately conserved residues.   
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In Vitro Motility Assays Show that p38 and p16 have Reciprocal Effects on the Rate 

of Fiber Assembly 

 

 

     Since previous work had shown that cytosolic proteins other than MSP determine how 

fast fibers grow, I screened the cytoskeletal proteins that I identified for effects on the 

rate of fiber assembly.  As an initial screen, I assayed the effects of addition of the 

antibodies against these proteins to S100.  Two of the antibodies altered the rate of fiber 

growth.  Anti-p38 (1 µg/µl) stopped fiber growth rate at 1:15 dilution of S100 (Figure 

18B), while controls diluted with KPM still grew fibers (Figure 18A).  To determine 

whether this effect was due to the loss of p38 function, I added both purified p38 (14 

mg/ml) and anti-p38 (1 µg/µl).  The addition of p38 rescued fiber assembly (Figure 18C).  

By contrast, I found that addition of anti-p16 (Mab 6F9) to S100 actually enhanced fiber 

growth rate compared to that observed when S100 was diluted with KPM buffer.  I 

examined the concentration dependence of anti-p16 and found that there was an optimal 

concentration for increasing fiber growth rate, but did not find a concentration of anti-p16 

that stopped fiber growth (Figure 19).  S100 diluted 1:30 or 1:40 in KPM buffer does not 

grow fibers, but addition of anti-p16 (0.8 mg/ml) at these dilutions rescued fiber growth.  

These data suggest that p16 may serve as a negative regulator for fiber growth rate.   

     To examine the effects of p38 and p16 on fiber assembly in greater detail, I tested the 

effect of addition of purified proteins on the rate of fiber growth over a range of dilutions 

of S100.  To do so, I purified p38 from cytosol by sequential gel permeation and anion 

exchange chromatography and the p16 triplet by hydroxyapatite HPLC (Figure 20).  This 

material was analyzed by size exclusion chromatography, which indicated that purified 

p38 had a Stokes’ radius of 26.3 Å and a molecular weight of 40 kDa, suggesting that 

p38 is monomeric in solution.  When p16 was separated and analyzed by size exclusion 

chromatography, I obtained two peaks, each containing all three p16 polypeptides.  The 

major peak had a Stokes’ radius of 30.2 Å and an estimated molecular weight of 48 kDa, 

whereas the minor peak had corresponding values of 18.2 Å and 16 kDa.  The estimated 

molecular weights of the predicted sequence from cDNAs of these polypeptides is 15-16 

kDa (Figure 11) and, thus, the chromatography data suggest that most of the protein 
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Figure 18:  p38 is required for in vitro assembly.  Phase contrast micrographs of fibers 
grown in S100 diluted 1:15 either in KPM (A), anti-p38 (1 µg/µl) (B), or anti-p38 (1 
µg/µl) and purified p38 (14 mg/ml) (C).  Anti-p38 inhibits fiber assembly; addition of 
purified p38 rescues fiber growth.  Each image represents a random field of fibers taken 
at 30 minutes after initiation of fiber assembly.  Arrows indicate the membrane vesicle on 
selected fibers.  Bar, 5 µm.  
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Figure 19:  p16 is a negative regulator of fiber growth rate.  Anti-p16 enhances fiber 
growth rate in a concentration-dependent manner.  The mean rate of fiber growth with 
anti-p16 added to 1:15 diluted S100 indicates that anti-p16 increases fiber growth rate at 
all concentrations tested.  The optimal concentration of anti-p16 is 0.8 mg/ml, which 
increased fiber growth rate more than three-fold.  Each entry represents the mean of two 
trials, each including measurements from 10-15 fibers.  The bars are the standard errors 
of the means.   
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Figure 20:  Purification of p38 and p16 for in vitro assays.  Coomassie-stained SDS-
PAGE gel of cytosol (cyt), the starting material for purification of p38 and p16.  Cytosol 
was separated by gel filtration chromatography (p38 GF) and fractions enriched in p38 
were then separated by mono-Q sepharose (p38 MQ).  For purification of p16, cytosol 
was separated by hydroxyapatite HPLC (p16 HA).   
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forms trimers under the conditions tested with a smaller fraction in monomeric form.  To 

estimate the concentration of the proteins in S100, I determined the abundance of each 

relative to MSP (which is present 50 mg/ml; King et al., 1992) by scanning densitometry 

of Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gels.  Assuming equal dye binding, p38 and the p16 

triplet are present at ratios of 1:3 and 1:7 to MSP, respectively.  Thus, the corresponding 

concentration of p38 is 16.6 mg/ml and p16 is 8.3 mg/ml.  

    Fiber growth rate in S100 diluted up to 1:10 with KPM buffer supplemented with 14 

mg/ml p38 was the same as that observed with S100 diluted with KPM alone.  However, 

at 1:20 dilution added p38 increased the growth rate nearly two-fold and at 1:25 dilution 

increased the rate nearly six-fold (Figure 21).  At 1:30 dilution with KPM I was unable to 

detect fibers at all but with added p38, fibers still formed and grew at 0.47 ± 0.01 

µm/minute.  To determine if addition of MSP would alter these results, I repeated the 

1:20 and 1:25 dilutions of S100 supplemented with both p38 (14 mg/ml) and MSP (20 

mg/ml).  The added MSP did not alter the rate of fiber growth compared to that obtained 

with p38 alone.   

     Addition of the p16 triplet at 7 mg/ml to increasing dilutions of S100 showed the 

opposite effect of that of p38 (Figure 22).  At all dilutions tested, added p16 reduced the 

rate of fiber growth compared to that observed in S100 diluted with KPM alone.  In one 

trial, added p16 completely blocked fiber growth in S100 diluted 1:20 although fiber 

growth was observed when KPM alone was used for the same dilution.   

     To determine the concentration dependence of these in vitro effects, I used a single 

dilution of S100 and varied the concentration of added protein.  First, I altered the 

concentration of p38 added to S100 diluted 1:15 with KPM buffer.  This showed that the 

rate-enhancing effect of p38 is concentration-dependent (Figure 23).  With 14 mg/ml 

added p38, fiber growth rate was two-fold higher than observed in buffer-diluted 

controls.  However, there was no significant increase in rate when p38 was added at 7 

mg/ml or 3.5 mg/ml.           

     I also examined the concentration dependence of added p16 on fiber growth rate.  

Addition of the p16 triplet at 1.8 mg/ml reduced the growth rate in 1:10 S100 by about 

50% compared to that observed with no added protein; at 7 mg/ml, p16 lowered the rate 

of fiber growth by more than three-fold (Figure 24).  In one trial with 7 mg/ml addition of
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Figure 21:  The effects of p38 on fiber growth rate at varying dilutions of S100 
compared to that of dilution with KPM buffer alone.  The mean rate of fiber growth with 
p38 added at 14 mg/ml to selected dilutions of S100 indicates that p38 increases fiber 
growth rate at 1:20 and 1:25 dilutions of S100, as compared to fibers grown without 
added p38.  Each entry represents the mean of three trials, each including measurements 
from 10-15 fibers.  The bars are the standard errors of the means.   
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Figure 22:  The effects of p16 on fiber growth rate at varying dilutions of S100 
compared to that of dilution with KPM buffer alone.  The mean rate of fiber growth with 
p16 added at 7 mg/ml to selected dilutions of S100 indicates that p16 decreases fiber 
growth rate at all dilutions of S100 tested, as compared to fibers grown without added 
p16.  Each entry represents the mean of three trials, each including measurements from 
10-15 fibers.  The bars are the standard errors of the means. 
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Figure 23:  P38 alters fiber growth rate in a concentration-dependent manner.  The mean 
rate of fiber growth with addition of various concentrations of p38 at 1:15 dilution of 
S100.  At 14 mg/ml p38 increased fiber growth rate more than two-fold as compared with 
extracts grown without additional p38.  Each bar in the histogram represents the mean 
rate of three trials, each with 10-15 fibers.  The bars are the standard errors of the means.   
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Figure 24:  The p16 triplet alters fiber growth rates in a concentration-dependent manner. 
The mean rate of fiber growth with addition of various concentrations of p16 at 1:10 
dilution of S100.  Each point represents the average of three trials, each with 10-20 fibers.  
The bars are the standard errors of the means.   
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p16, no fiber growth occurred.  

     To test whether p38 and p16 have antagonistic effects on the rate of fiber growth, I 

added both p38 (14 mg/ml) and p16 (7 mg/ml) to 1:15 dilutions of S100.  Although 

individually the proteins displayed the same effects described above, when both p38 and 

p16 were added to S100, fiber growth rates were comparable to that observed when p38 

was added alone (Figure 25).  This result suggests that p38 is antagonistic to p16.  To 

determine if the moderate effects of p38 in enhancing the rate of fiber growth was due to 

the presence of p16, I tested the effects of adding both p38 (14 mg/ml) and anti-p16 (0.8 

mg/ml) on the rate of fiber growth at 1:15 dilutions of S100.  Individually, p38 and anti-

p16 increased fiber growth rate.  When p38 and anti-p16 were added together, they did 

not increase fiber growth rate more than either p38 or anti-p16 alone (Figure 25).  These 

results suggest that the effect of addition of p38 and anti-p16 are neither additive nor 

synergistic.              

     The fiber assembly assays described above report the effects of modulation of the 

concentration of these proteins on populations of fibers.  To examine the effects of p38 

and p16 on the growth of individual fibers, I initiated fiber growth in S100, perfused test 

solutions onto these fibers, and scored for changes in the growth rate of individual fibers.  

Figure 26A shows a control fiber assembled in 1:10 diluted S100, then perfused with 

cytosol.  As expected, no changes in fiber growth rate were observed following perfusion 

(Table 2).  However, when fibers were perfused with cytosol to which 14 mg/ml of p38 

was added, the rate of fiber elongation increased two-fold over that observed before 

perfusion (Table 2; Figure 26B).  By contrast, fibers perfused with cytosol supplemented 

with the p16 triplet at 7 mg/ml exhibited a nearly three-fold decrease in the rate of fiber 

growth compared to that observed before perfusion (Table 2; Figure 26C).  In addition, 

the fiber segment grown after perfusion with p16-supplemented cytosol exhibited a lower 

optical density than that assembled before perfusion (Figure 26C).  Fiber segments grown 

in the presence of excess p16 triplet also exhibited a 16% narrower apparent diameter 

(Figure 26C).   
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Figure 25:  The effects of p38 are antagonistic to the effects of p16; addition of p38 and 
inhibition of p16 do not show a synergistic effect.  The mean rate of fiber growth with 
addition of p38, p16, or anti-p16 singly and in pair-wise combination to 1:15 dilution of 
S100.  The rate-enhancing effects of p38 overcome the rate-inhibiting effects of p16.  
Further, combination of p38 and anti-p16 do not increase fiber growth rate more than 
either p38 or anti-p16 alone.  Each point represents the average of two trials, each with 
10-15 fibers.  The bars are the standard errors of the means.   
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Figure 26:  Perfusion of fibers with cytosol, purified proteins, and ATP shows that p38 
increases fiber growth rate and p16 decreases the growth rate of individual fibers.  (A) A 
control fiber grown in 1:10 diluted S100 then perfused with ATP and cytosol at the same 
dilution at the point indicated as “cytosol on.”  The bars indicate the length of the fiber 
assembled 5 minutes before (to the right) and after (to the left) perfusion.  The rate of 
growth was unchanged.  (B) A similar fiber perfused with cytosol supplemented with p38 
at 14 mg/ml.  The added p38 increased the rate of fiber growth more than two-fold 
without a change in optical density.  (C) Fiber perfused with cytosol with p16 triplet at 7 
mg/ml slowed substantially after perfusion.  Note that the optical density of the segment 
grown in the presence of added p16 was lower and the diameter narrower than that in the 
segment grown before perfusion.  Bar, 10 µm.  
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Table 2 

 
Comparison of the mean rate of fiber growth in perfusion assays 
 

Perfusate Mean rate of fiber growth 

(µm/minute) ±  

Standard Deviation 

Cytosol 3.37 ± 0.95 (24)a 
p38 7.24 ± 2.36 (11) 
p16 1.22 ± 0.47 (8) 

 

a. Entries are the mean ± standard deviation for (the number of fibers measured). 
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         In summary, these in vitro assays indicated that p38 increased fiber growth rate at 

high dilution of S100 and its effect was not enhanced by addition of MSP.  By contrast, 

p16 decreased the rate of fiber growth as well as the optical density and diameter of 

fibers.  Finally, the effect of p38 was antagonistic to the effect of the p16 triplet.  

Addition of both p38 and inhibition of p16 with its antibody did not affect fiber growth 

rate synergistically.    

 
 

p38 and p16 Interact with MSP 

 

 

     To explore how p16 and p38 function to affect the changes observed in vitro, I used 

co-immunoprecipitations and affinity chromatography to examine the interactions of p38 

and p16 with other cytoskeletal components.  I performed immunoprecipitations of S100, 

treated with Triton X-100 to solubilize the vesicles, with anti-p38, anti-p16, or a 

monoclonal antibody against MSP.  To determine whether protein interactions were 

dependent on ATP, I did parallel immunoprecipitations with and without the nucleotide 

present.  Anti-p38, in the absence of ATP, immunoprecipitated p38 and MSP (Figure 

27A).  Addition of ATP increased the amount of MSP obtained and also brought down 

p40 plus another unidentified band (Figure 27A).  Immunoprecipitation of S100 with the 

anti-p16 antibody without added ATP resulted in the immunoprecipitation of the p16 

triplet and several other unidentified bands.  However, when ATP was added, a number 

of other proteins, including MSP, co-precipitated with the p16 triplet (Figure 28A).  

Western blots of this material showed that these co-immunoprecipitated proteins included 

p38 and p40 (Figure 28B).  Immunoprecipitations with a monoclonal MSP antibody 

(AZ10) were performed under similar conditions.  Without ATP present, only MSP 

immunoprecipitated; with added ATP, p38 and p40 co-precipitated with MSP (Figure 

29A).  Western blots confirmed these findings (Figure 29B).  However, western blots 

failed to detect p16 in the immunoprecipitation.  Mock-immunoprecipitations of extracts 

with an irrelevant antibody or with the solid phase carrier (Protein A-conjugated beads) 

added did not bring down any proteins (data not shown).   
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Figure 27:  Immunoprecipitations with anti-p38 show that p38 co-precipitates with MSP 
under assembly conditions.  (A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel of 
immunoprecipitation of Triton-treated S100 with anti-p38.  Without ATP present, anti-
p38 immunoprecipitates p38 and a small amount of MSP (S100).  When ATP is added, 
more MSP is co-precipitated (S100, ATP).  HC and LC indicate IgG heavy chain and 
light chain.  (B) Western blots probed with the monoclonal antibody 3A10 confirmed that 
p38 and p40 immunoprecipitate.   
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Figure 28:  Immunoprecipitations with anti-p16 antibody.  (A) Coomassie-stained SDS-
PAGE gel of S100, treated with Triton X-100 to solubilize the vesicles and 
immunoprecipitated with the monoclonal antibody against p16 (S100) shows that anti-
p16 antibody binds the p16 triplet alone without ATP present.  However, when ATP is 
added to S100 before immunoprecipitation, several proteins, including MSP, were found 
to co-immunoprecipitate with the p16 triplet (S100, ATP).  HC and LC indicate IgG 
heavy chain and light chain.  (B) Western blots probed with anti-p40/p42 demonstrate 
that these proteins include p38 and p40.   
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Figure 29:  Immunoprecipitations with anti-MSP show that MSP co-precipitates with 
p38 and p40 under assembly conditions.  (A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel of 
immunoprecipitations of Triton-treated S100 with anti-MSP.  Without ATP present anti-
MSP precipitates MSP (S100).  When ATP is added, more MSP is immunoprecipitated 
and p38 and p40 co-precipitate (S100, ATP).  HC and LC indicate IgG heavy chain and 
light chain.  (B) Western blots probed with anti-p40/42 confirm that p38 and p40 
immunoprecipitate under assembly conditions.   
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     To examine the interaction of p38 and p16 with MSP further, I made an affinity 

column with MSP as the ligand.  The column was incubated with Triton-treated S100 

with and without ATP present and bound proteins were eluted with low pH buffer.  As 

expected, the MSP affinity column bound MSP itself with and without ATP (Figure 

30A).  The amount of MSP that bound to the column increased upon addition of ATP.  

Western blots probed with anti-p40/42 showed that p38 is present in the eluted fraction 

without ATP present and p38, p40, and p42 bind to the MSP column when ATP is added 

to the Triton-treated S100 (Figure 30B).   Western blots of the bound material failed to 

detect p16.  A negative control, with BSA attached to the matrix, did not bind any 

proteins in S100 (data not shown).   

     In summary, immunoprecipitations and MSP affinity chromatography showed that 

p38 binds MSP without ATP present, but the amount of p38 that binds to MSP increases 

when ATP is added.  P16 binds to MSP, p38, and p40 under assembly conditions and 

only when immunoprecipitated with anti-p16.   
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Figure 30:  Affinity chromatography with MSP as the ligand shows that MSP and the 
p38 family bind under assembly conditions.  (A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel of 
proteins eluted from MSP affinity column with low pH.  When no ATP is added to the 
Triton-treated S100, MSP binds to the column (-ATP eluate).  By contrast, addition of 
ATP to S100 increases the amount of MSP that binds to the column (+ATP eluate).  (B) 
Western blots probed with anti-p40/42 demonstrate that without ATP present only p38 
elutes, but when ATP is added p38, p40, and p42 bind to the MSP column.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

 

Novel Proteins Identified as Components of the MSP Motility Machinery 

 

 

     A complete inventory of the components of the motility apparatus is an important 

prerequisite to understanding the mechanism of MSP-based locomotion in nematode 

sperm.  In vitro reconstitution requires both vesicle and cytosolic components (Italiano et 

al., 1996).  LeClaire et al. (2003) recently identified the membrane protein that 

orchestrates MSP cytoskeletal assembly at the leading edge of the lamellipod.  In this 

study, I describe the first cytosolic proteins that are components of the MSP locomotory 

machinery of Ascaris sperm.  I identified a fraction of cytosol that supported fiber 

assembly when supplemented with vesicles, MSP, and ATP.  Six of the components in 

this active fraction were used to generate antibodies, which labeled the cytoskeleton in 

Ascaris sperm and in fibers grown in vitro and thus, identified six proteins, p43, p42, p40, 

p38, p34, and p16, as part of the MSP cytoskeleton.    

   The five MSP-associated proteins that were sequenced (p43, p40, p38, p34, and p16) 

showed sequence homology with gene products in C. elegans.  Each of the C. elegans 

homologs exhibits sperm-enriched expression, but the functions of the corresponding 

proteins are not known and none of the homologs falls within the group of sperm-specific 

genes identified by mutation (L'Hernault et al., 1993; Varkey et al., 1993; Minniti et al., 

1996).  Because MSP itself is a sperm-specific protein unique to nematodes, it is not 

unexpected that other components of the MSP motility system are also novel proteins and 

do not show significant homology to proteins in other organisms.  As a result, analysis of 

these five protein sequences provided only limited insight into their specific functions.  
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The predicted protein sequence of p43 is based on a tandem array of repeats with serine 

phosphorylation sites.  Consistent with this, western blotting with a polyclonal anti-

phosphoserine antibody and in vitro assays with 32P-γ-ATP indicated that p43 is serine 

phosphorylated.  P38, p40, and p42 appear to be a family of closely related polypeptides.  

The sequences of p38 and p40 contain a domain duplication as well as proline-rich 

repeats.  The domain duplication suggests that both proteins may bind two of the same 

protein, one on each domain; the proline-rich repeats could serve to regulate the activity 

of p38 and p40 by binding to an SH3 domain protein (Morton and Campbell, 1994; Kay 

et al., 2000; Holt and Koffer, 2001).  P34 contains a putative serine/threonine kinase 

domain and thus may play a role in regulating cytoskeletal assembly.  The p16 triplet 

seems to be a family of closely related polypeptides, each member of which contains an 

MSP domain.    

 
 

Function of p38 and p16 

 

 

          I focused on the effects of p38 and p16 on fiber assembly because addition of 

antibodies against these proteins to S100 had pronounced effects on the rate of fiber 

growth.    P38 appears to be required for fiber formation because excess p38 overcame 

the inhibition of fiber assembly by anti-p38 antibody and addition of p38 alone restored 

assembly competence to dilutions of S100 that were unable to build fibers.  However, 

even at a concentration approximating that in full-strength S100, p38 did not completely 

compensate for the effect of dilution on fiber growth rate and its effect was not 

potentiated by also increasing the concentration of MSP.  Thus, at least one additional 

cytosolic protein other than MSP is involved in up-regulation of the rate of cytoskeletal 

assembly at the vesicle surface.   

     Immunofluorescence labeling indicates that p38 is located throughout both the sperm 

cytoskeleton and fibers.  Thus, although p38 likely exerts its rate-enhancing effect at or 

near the vesicle surface where the cytoskeleton is assembled, the protein is incorporated 

into and remains associated with the MSP filament network after it is formed.  

Immunoprecipitations and affinity chromatography showed that p38 binds MSP and thus, 
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p38 may be involved in functions such as crosslinking MSP filaments and/or bringing 

together components needed for filament formation.   

     The p16 triplet is not required for fiber formation and, instead, appears to act as a 

governor of the rate of fiber assembly.  Increasing the concentration of p16 in S100 not 

only slowed the rate of fiber growth, but also reduced both the optical density (OD) and 

the diameter at the growing end.  Previous work showed that OD is proportional to the 

MSP filament mass per unit volume in fibers and correlates with the nucleation rate of 

MSP (Roberts et al., 1998).  P16 appears to affect the number of MSP filaments formed 

at the vesicle surface and/or the rate at which those filaments elongate.  Thus, p16 seems 

to operate primarily at the vesicle surface, yet immunofluorescence assays indicate that 

this protein is also incorporated into the cytoskeleton.  Anti-p16 antibody 

coimmunoprecipitates MSP, suggesting a binding interaction between p16 and MSP that 

may occur via the MSP domain in p16.  Together, these properties suggest that p16 may 

serve as a capping protein that binds to the ends of MSP filaments as they polymerize at 

the vesicle, thus limiting filament elongation.   

 
 

Revised Model of MSP Polymerization 

 

 

      Based on previous studies of MSP motility in vitro, Roberts et al. (1998) proposed a 

model for membrane-associated MSP polymerization (Figure 31A) in which the 

interaction of the vesicle protein (VP) with a soluble, cytosolic factor (SF) converts MSP 

into a polymerization competent form (MSP*).  MSP* has a short half-life and, thus, 

polymerization occurs at the vesicle surface by a classic nucleation-elongation reaction.  

Subsequent work (LeClaire et al., 2003) identified the 48 kDa integral membrane 

phosphoprotein, MPOP, as VP.  

     My results now allow this model to be extended to address the role of selected  

cytoskeletal proteins in this process (Figure 31B).  Because p38 increases the rate of MSP 

elongation, I propose that p38 delivers MSP to MPOP either directly or through an as yet 

unidentified intermediate (SF, Figure 31B).  SF could bind the polyproline region of p38 

via an SH3 domain and the phosphotyrosine epitope on MPOP via an SH2 domain.  The 

presence of this intermediate would be consistent with other examples from cell motility.   
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Figure 31:  Models for the mechanism of membrane-associated MSP polymerization. 

The model proposed by Roberts et al. (1998) (A) and the revised model, based on results 
herein (B).  See text for explanation.   
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For instance, WASp binds to receptor tyrosine kinases by adaptor molecules such as Nck 

and Grb2, which contain both SH3 domains (that bind proline-rich repeats in WASp 

family members) and SH2 domains (that bind to the phosphotyrosine residues on the 

receptor tyrosine kinases in the membrane) (Machesky and Insall, 1999).     

     My model further proposes that p16 incorporates into MSP filaments and blocks 

further assembly by acting as a capping protein.  If p16 caps MSP filaments, it would 

decrease both the rate of filament elongation and the rate of MSP nucleation (i.e. the 

number of MSP filaments that are formed at the vesicle surface).  Analysis by 

immunoprecipitation and affinity chromatography suggests that the interaction of p16 and 

MSP is a low affinity interaction, detectable only when ATP is present.  Further, the 

effects of p16 on the rate of fiber assembly are negated by the presence of excess p38, 

which suggests that the higher affinity of p38 for MSP may overcome the weak MSP 

binding activity of p16.   

 

 

Functional Conservation in Actin-Based Motility 

 

 

     The amoeboid movement of both actin and MSP-based cells requires localized 

polymerization at the leading edge of the lamellipod with concomitant disassembly of the 

filament network at the rear of the cell (reviewed in Mitchison and Cramer, 1996).  In 

conventional crawling cells, local activation of the Arp2/3 complex plays an important 

role in defining the site of actin polymerization and lamellipod extension while a range of 

other actin-binding proteins modulate the rate of cytoskeletal assembly and maintain the 

pool of unpolymerized actin needed to sustain locomotion over time (Blanchoin et al., 

2000; Pollard et al., 2000; Pollard and Borisy, 2003).  In Ascaris sperm, the function of 

Arp2/3 has been taken over by the 48 kDa membrane protein MPOP, which defines the 

leading edge and specifies the site of MSP polymerization (LeClaire et al., 2003).  

Furthermore, both actin-based and MSP-based systems rely on the interplay of positive 

and negative regulators of cytoskeletal assembly to maintain the pace of locomotion and I 

have shown that p38 and p16 have functions similar to those of selected accessory 

components in actin-based motile systems.   
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     Three actin-binding proteins increase the rate of actin polymerization: profilin, α-

actinin, or Ena/VASP; p38 increases the rate of MSP polymerization and thus may be 

analogous to one of these proteins.  Since MSP does not bind nucleotides, it is unlikely 

that p38 functions specifically like profilin, which acts as a nucleotide exchange factor 

for actin monomers (Pantaloni and Carlier, 1993; Sohn and Goldschmidt-Clermont, 

1994).  The domain duplication in p38 and its binding to MSP is more consistent with a 

crosslinking function like that of α-actinin for actin.  If this is the case, the increased 

crosslinkage of MSP filaments would be responsible for the enhancement of fiber growth 

rate exhibited by p38.  Alternatively, p38 may enhance the rate of MSP elongation by 

increasing the rate of recruitment of unpolymerized MSP to the vesicle surface in a 

manner analogous to VASP, which improves the rate of Listeria motility by increasing 

the rate of actin recruitment to the bacterial surface protein ActA (Niebuhr et al., 1993; 

Smith et al., 1996).   

     Three accessory proteins are known to decrease the rate of actin polymerization or 

nucleation.  Thymosin-β4 has a high affinity for monomeric actin and, thus, slows 

polymerization kinetics by sequestering subunits and making them unavailable for 

filament assembly (Safer and Nachmias, 1994; Pollard et al., 2000).  It is not likely that 

p16 operates like thymosin β-4 because it is not present at sufficient concentrations to 

buffer MSP and its affinity for MSP is low.  Additionally, immunofluorescence suggests 

that p16 is incorporated into the cytoskeleton, whereas a sequestering protein would 

remain bound to MSP in a soluble form.  P16 probably does not function as a filament 

severing protein like ADF/cofilin.  If p16 were a severing protein, perfusion onto 

growing fibers would lead to disassembly of the fiber rather than to fewer filaments 

growing more slowly.  In Listeria motility, addition of excess capping protein led to a 

decrease in the rate of comet tail formation (Loisel et al., 1999).  In the MSP system, p16 

has a similar effect, further evidence that p16 caps MSP filaments.   

     Taken together, my data suggest that p38 is analogous to Ena/VASP and p16 to 

capping protein in actin-based motility.  Interestingly, like p38 and p16, Ena/VASP and 

capping protein are antagonistic.  In the lamellipod of fibroblasts, there is a functional 

antagonism between Ena/VASP, which increases the rate of actin filament 

polymerization, and capping protein, which decreases the availability of barbed ends and 
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restricts polymerization to the site of protrusion (Bear et al., 2002).  These two proteins 

also alter the organization of the actin filament meshwork, as observed in platinum 

replicas of fibroblasts overexpressing each protein (Machesky, 2000; Bear et al., 2002; 

Krause et al., 2002).  Analyzing the localization of p38 and p16 in fibers by immunogold 

labeling and examining any changes in the MSP filament network that accompany 

localized changes in the concentration of p38 or p16 will delineate any further similarities 

with their putative actin analogs. 

       

Issues that Warrant Further Investigation 

 

     In the actin field, the discovery of simple physiological conditions for the 

polymerization of pure actin provided the foundation for studying the functions of actin-

binding proteins.  For instance, the addition of capping protein to actin polymerization 

assays decreases the amount of actin that polymerizes, while addition of VASP increases 

actin polymerization (Bear et al., 2002).  In Ascaris sperm, the in vitro system permits 

assay of protein functions through manipulation of the protein concentration via addition 

or inhibition of the protein.  However, defining the precise role of the six putative 

cytoskeletal proteins identified in this study will depend on the development of 

physiological conditions for polymerization of purified MSP, equivalent to those 

available to examine the functions of actin-binding proteins.   

     P38 and p16 have been purified and shown to be significant components of the MSP 

motility machinery.  However addition of p38, either alone or in combination with p16, 

to mixtures of MSP, ATP, and vesicles failed to generate fibers.  Thus, additional 

cytosolic proteins are required to assemble fibers and determine their rate of elongation.   

Since p38 is required for fiber assembly, it could be used as a ligand in affinity 

chromatography to identify other proteins that are involved in MSP motility.  The revised 

model of MSP polymerization suggests that p38 and MSP are linked to the membrane via 

an uncharacterized protein (SF); p38 affinity chromatography may permit purification of 

this protein.  Alternatively, excising, proteolyzing, and sequencing the other bands 
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present in the SP-sepharose bound fraction may be another way to detect the remaining 

components in MSP assembly.   

     However, these approaches may not detect the presence of catalytic proteins, such as 

the kinase and the phosphatase that regulate the activity of MPOP.  LeClaire et al. (2003) 

showed that a cytosolic protein functions as the kinase for MPOP.  Although, because of 

its lower protein complexity, I chose to focus on the 10-25% ammonium sulfate cut of 

cytosol to identify accessory proteins, I found that the 25-40% ammonium sulfate cut 

assembled more fibers than cytosol when combined with vesicles and ATP.  Since the 

number of vesicles added to each reconstitution assay is approximately equal, this result 

suggests that the 25-40% fraction is enriched in a protein that makes vesicles competent 

to assemble fibers; this protein may be the kinase of MPOP.  Enrichment of MPOP 

kinase could be achieved by separation of the 25-40% fraction by ATP sepharose 

chromatography.  The ATP binding proteins could then be assayed for kinase activity by 

incubation with 32P-γ-ATP and purified MPOP.  Perhaps the best candidate for these 

assays is p34, the putative kinase that is enriched in the 25-40% fraction as compared 

with cytosol; testing this idea will require isolating both proteins and examining their 

interaction under conditions that support phosphorylation.   

     Each of the proteins described herein exhibited homology to a protein in C. elegans.  

Thus, in the long-term it should be possible to combine the molecular and genetic tools 

available for studying C. elegans with the biochemical and biophysical methods 

developed for examining Ascaris sperm to understand how these proteins participate in 

nematode sperm motility.   

     The ultimate goal of our laboratory is to reconstitute Ascaris sperm motility in vitro 

with purified components.  I describe six components that are part of this in vitro system.  

Thus, I have established the foundation for identifying the complete roster of proteins in 

the MSP motility apparatus and thus for reconstituting Ascaris sperm motility from 

purified components.  
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